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Holocaust educators have a concern regarding how to learn and teach about the
Holocaust after survivors and liberators are no longer alive to provide first-hand
testimony. In response to this dilemma, I have developed a digital humanities web portal
unique to Nebraska to preserve the survivors’ and liberators’ collective and individual
memories. The Nebraska Holocaust Survivor & WWII Veteran Network and Educational
Portal, the product for this dissertation, integrates local narratives with digital humanities
frameworks to establish a dynamic, public platform and provide various educational
opportunities. The site encourages engagement with online primary resources of
Holocaust survivors and Nazi camp liberators who settled in Nebraska following WWII.
First, I introduce my positionality as a Jewish, Holocaust educator and include a
literature review integrating frameworks of critical theories. I proceed by providing an
explanatory video chapter of the development and methodology of the digital humanities
portal. This research also considers how the website can be a teaching tool that interfaces
with digital storytelling to accompany state educational standards in secondary
classrooms and higher education research. The final section includes some observations
on preliminary student reflections and suggestions for future assessments that will be
implemented with the use of this tool.

The site enables users to understand the deconstruction of democracy in preWWII Europe and exemplifies the power of an individual’s resilience. Pedagogue Ivan
Illich (1973, as cited in R. Kahn, 2010) claimed technologies “could guide the
reconstruction of education to serve the need of varied communities, to promote
democracy and social justice” (pp. 96-97). Today, digital access to materials related to
the Holocaust offers avenues for discovery and research previously not imagined.
Investigating initial responses to the portal’s searchable and aggregated resources
provides insight into the impact of information through different digital humanities
repositories. Centering these unique stories preserves the memories of these individuals,
enhances their narratives with primary resources, and provides educational opportunities
for studying the Holocaust.
Keywords: Holocaust education, digital humanities, critical theories, narratives,
primary resources
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Chapter 1: Nontraditional Dissertation
Holocaust educators have a significant concern regarding how to learn and teach
about the Holocaust after the survivors and liberators are no longer alive to provide firsthand testimony. In response to this dilemma, I have developed a digital humanities web
portal unique to Nebraska to preserve the survivors’ and liberators’ collective and
individual memories. This dissertation presents a nontraditional framework from the
instruction-methods-result-discussion (IMRD) conventional research design. As
described by Anderson et al. (2022) in defining alternative dissertations, the study
concentrates on a topic-based macrostructure focusing on the portal as the central concept
with supporting subtopics. Following the introduction, a literature review provides a
network of integrated scholarship unifying the intersectionality of my study and
positionality, including Holocaust education, critical theories, and digital humanities.
Presented as a video chapter, this study further explores the methodology, process, and
development of a digital humanities web portal that encourages engagement with online
primary resources and narratives of Holocaust survivors and Nazi camp liberators who
settled in Nebraska following World War II (WWII). This research also considers how
the website can be a teaching tool that interfaces with digital storytelling to accompany
state educational standards in secondary classrooms and higher education research. The
final section includes observations on some preliminary student reflections and
suggestions for future assessments to be implemented with the use of this tool.
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Introduction
In October 2019, I submitted a pilot project proposal to the UNL Center for
Digital Research in the Humanities (CDRH). The concept was the outcome of the
culminating project in Dr. Carrie Heitman’s Digital Humanities Readings course. The
CDRH accepted the Nebraska Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivors & WWII
Veterans - Network Portal & Educational Website proposal in January 2020 as the first
student-inspired project. Today digital access to materials related to the Holocaust offers
avenues for discovery and research previously not imagined.
Problem Statement
Although Holocaust educational materials and pedagogy over the past 30 years
have evolved significantly, one of the most powerful resources for educators includes
individuals who visit the classroom and provide first-hand testimony of their Holocaust
experience. As this generation wanes, educators have expressed concern about the
moment when personal visits are not feasible. Despite having more access to digital
testimony than ever, how might these stories become integral to Holocaust education
methods in the future?
Purpose Statement
This project investigates how the development of a prototype integrating local and
searchable narratives within a digital humanities framework can establish a dynamic,
public platform that provides a variety of educational opportunities at a regional and
global scale. The site is populated through locally acquired digitized documents,
photographs, and heirlooms from survivor/veteran families, plus news articles, testimony,
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and geographical and primary resources. The digital compilation of community-centered
stories also unifies disparate transnational historical resources. These aggregated
materials allow access to information through digital humanities repositories such as
interactive maps and resources searchable through content metadata.
Research Questions
1. How can this digital humanities repository of primary resources contribute to
student, educator, and researcher understanding of the legacy of Nebraska
Holocaust survivors and liberators of WWII Nazi concentration camps?
2. How can we leverage critical theoretical frameworks to enhance collective
historical memory and Holocaust narrative?
Theoretical Framework
Inspired by critical epistemologies, this collection centers unique, personal stories
and enhances their narratives with searchable, multi-modal storytelling to provide
educational opportunities for studying the Holocaust. The site enables users to understand
the deconstruction of democracy in pre-WWII Europe through primary evidence and
demonstrates the power of an individual’s resilience. Pedagogue Ivan Illich (1973, as
cited in R. Kahn, 2010) claimed that technologies “could guide the reconstruction of
education to serve the need of varied communities, to promote democracy and social
justice” (pp. 96-97). The portal can be a bridge to learn about marginalized cultural
groups that settled in Nebraska using critical educational frameworks and
multidirectional memory to connect Holocaust pedagogy to state educational standards.
This research looks at how the portal can serve to support the Nebraska mandate, which
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includes Holocaust education within the state’s multicultural education requirement. By
examining a small sampling of initial responses to the content in the portal, this
qualitative study identifies how critical theories of education interface with digital
humanities and storytelling through artifacts and personal collections.
Partnerships
The endeavor evolved broadly to include partnerships with community
stakeholder (advisory) organizations and a cross-section of UNL department disciplines
including Education, History, Political Science, Library Studies, and Digital Humanities.
Project participants include co-Project Investigator Dr. Ari Kohn, UNL Schlesinger
Professor of Social Justice in the UNL Political Science Department and Director of the
Harris Center for Judaic Studies; Dr. Carrie Heitman, Associate Professor of
Anthropology and Associate Director and Faculty Fellow for the Center for Digital
Research in the Humanities; a development team from the CDRH; and student interns
recruited through UNL Undergraduate Creative Activities and Research Experience
(UCARE) funding. Following 2 years of research and development, the prototype site—
https://nestoriesofhumanity.unl.edu/—launched on April 26, 2022, has received
university and community grant support of over $90,000, and UNL Office of Research
and Economic Development recognition.
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Figure 1. Landing page and link to the Nebraska Stories of Humanity: Holocaust
Survivors & WWII Veterans Network Portal & Educational Website. Retrieved
November 2022, from https://nestoriesofhumanity.unl.edu/

Definition of Terms
Holocaust education. The reference to Holocaust education in this study includes
providing educators and learners with knowledge and tools to teach and study about the
state-sponsored, systematic persecution and murder of Jews and other groups by Nazi
Germany and its collaborators between 1933-1945 (International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance [IHRA], 2019). Regarding engagement with the Nebraska Stories
of Humanity resource, Holocaust education includes contributing to the knowledge of
educators, students, and others to gain understanding of the complexities of the Holocaust
when taught as historical lessons and from a humanitarian perspective.
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Digital humanities. Digital humanities is the framework used to build the
platform for my work by utilizing the digital tools to engage with and teach about issues
of the Holocaust. Sometimes referred to as humanities computing, digital humanities
integrate research, teaching and discovery of new information at the intersection of
humanities and computing (Kirschenbaum, 2016). In this case, we are focusing on
Holocaust related digital content to generate and advance new humanistic knowledge
about the topic (Center for Digital Research in the Humanities | Nebraska, n.d.).
Critical theories. Operationally used in this study to center the stories and
narratives of the featured individuals, “critical theory perspectives are concerned with
empowering human beings to transcend the constraints placed on them by race, class, and
gender” (Fay, 1987, as cited in Creswell & Poth, 2016). Critical theories provide the
framework to identify a difficult past and motivate survival. Adapting the tenants of
critical theories such as LatCrit, Critical Feminist Theory, and HebCrit as a blueprint in
this study, I use storytelling, testimony, and primary resource artifacts to acknowledge
the past and encourage social action to create change.
Narratives. Storytelling and use of narrative in Holocaust memory and education
are vehicles to illuminate historic racism that affected the individuals featured in this
website. The collection of artifacts within the portal substantiates the narrative of the
individual’s experiences during the war, making their accounts more accessible, publicly
verified and persuasive in the public sphere. Digital artifacts tell the story of racism and
exclusionism especially when they accompany a narrative. Testimonial narratives
personalize the complex historical facts of the Holocaust. They are easier to understand,
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more engaging and establish empathy. “Narratives follow a particular structure that
describes the cause-and-effect relationship between events that take place over a
particular time period that impact particular characters” (Dahlstrom, 2014, p. 13614). In
the context of this study, narratives in the form of storytelling or when relating historical
events reflect the tenants of critical theories combined with the collection of primary
resources to provide an engaging recollection of history.
Primary resources. Primary resources are the majority of the content in this site
and provide access to the first-hand digital artifacts that belonged to, or are connected to,
the featured individuals. Additionally, other primary documents are integrated from
outside collections to further validate and situate them in a larger historical context
transcending individual experiences. The documents are images of original materials and
might include diaries, letters, photographs, artifacts, testimonials, or voice or video
recordings (Delozier, n.d.).
Organization for the Continuation of the Study
With the launch of the first phase of the site and access to the collections of five
narratives, this dissertation project will continue with the following chapters:


Chapter 2: Positionality as a Holocaust educator on this doctoral journey to
support my practice.



Chapter 3: An explanatory video chapter focusing on the development of the
Nebraska Stories of Humanity website. This narration will also describe the
growing field of scholarship in Holocaust digital memory research and my
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opportunities to present our Nebraska story locally, nationally, and
internationally.


Chapter 4: Articulates educational frameworks for the site and make
suggestions for Nebraska Social Studies standards that can satisfy the new
Nebraska Legislative Bill 888 requiring teaching the Holocaust and other
genocides. This chapter considers how we will incorporate the College,
Career, and Civic Life (C3) Teacher Inquiry-based frameworks (Swan et al.,
2013) for narrative storytelling, multidirectional memory, and possible
connections to Social Emotional Learning as found in the Collaborative for
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) framework (2020)
providing consideration for future use of this tool and how this project makes
a unique contribution to Nebraska Holocaust education and memory.



Chapter 5 of this dissertation reviews the conceptual strategies of the project
by answering the research questions of how critical theories can enhance
Holocaust memory and narrative, and how the repository can contribute to
student, educator, and researchers’ understanding of the survivors’ and
liberators’ legacies. I will discuss knowledge gained from this experience and
how the process of developing this portal offers new contributions to digital
Holocaust memory and education.
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Chapter 2: Positionality and Integrated Literature Review
The following subsections integrate a theoretically informed literature review that
situates the philosophies of the developing portal and my positionality.
Janusz Korczak
In October 2001, the Twin Towers had fallen, and I was flying kites at Beth El
synagogue in Omaha with the grade school children. We had learned about the
Polish/Jewish pedagogue, Janusz Korczak, whom I had been studying for years and who
was among thousands of Jews from the Warsaw ghetto gathered at the umschlagplatz
(rail departure point) in September 1942 and forced on a Nazi transport. Korczak, along
with the 200 orphaned children and staff from his orphanage, were murdered upon arrival
at the Treblinka killing center. He was one of few who could have escaped transport but
chose to accompany the children and his staff.
An icon in his time and beloved by both Polish Christians and Jews for his
educational and medical insight and contemporary ideology, Janusz Korczak had visited
Israel (then Palestine) in the mid-1930s. Among many other influences, he was astounded
with the afternoon winds that would pass through the Jezreel Valley at the Kibbutz where
he stayed. He asked, “Why do the children not have kites to dance with the wind?” And
together, they made kites. In tribute to him today, various Israeli organizations hold
annual kite-flying events. In honor of his memory on that day in October 2001 in Omaha,
Nebraska, we learned about Korczak’s contributions to the rights of children and flew
kites in the parking lot at our local synagogue. I wrote to my beloved colleague, Tali
Shner, from whom I had learned of this activity when working at the Ghetto Fighters’
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House Museum in Israel: “Today, following the lingering sadness from September 11, I
feel as though Korczak were sitting on my shoulder in awe of the teachers and children.”
Korczak’s twentieth-century legacy in education stems from his philosophical
departure from “oppressive systems intersecting with age, gender, class, and ethnicity
[that] reproduce the societal norms and inequalities” (Vucic, 2017, p. 161). His
convictions were cultivated amidst a changing world of industrialization, a deep urgency
to embrace an independent Polish national identity following volatile years of sovereign
authority, and the struggle to recognize children as citizens of the world. Not unlike John
Dewey and Swiss educator Johann Pestalozzi who diverged from mechanizing education,
Korczak’s progressive educational model put children and their engagement with the
world around them as central to their learning. He recognized that children’s sense of
discovery and inquiry played a vital part in understanding who they are in their
surroundings and that they, along with individuals of all ages, warranted justification for
agency. Through alliances with covert Polish intelligentsia and publications, Korczak
grounded his work in vilifying the oppression of children to ensure their survival of
dignity and life. Exposure to the inequities forced upon children due to colonization and
capitalist hierarchies (Vucic, 2019), both as a medic in the Russian army and during
medical school, deeply affected Korczak. Even in the darkest days of the Warsaw ghetto
under Nazi occupation, his convictions to bettering the children’s condition were
unchanged. There is a profundity to Korczak’s philosophical principles and foresight that
energizes my personal, educational values. Consequently, even the most enlightened
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concepts, epistemologies, and technologies that I encounter relate to Dr. Janusz
Korczak’s progressive ideals.
The child’s thinking is neither more limited
nor inferior to that of an adult.
It is different.
The child thinks with feelings
and not with the intellect.
That is why communication is so complicated
and speaking with children is a difficult art.
—Janusz Korczak, A Voice for the Child (Joseph, 1999, p. 59)
Reflection on Korczak’s declaration that communication with children is complex
highlights my own struggle in reconciling how Holocaust educational materials are
absorbed and ultimately expressed by the learner. In my continued exploration of
Korczak’s philosophies, new research better articulates how the core of his work
emanates from a “socio-political crisis, at a time when the State [Poland] was heavily
contested” (Vucic, 2019, p. 30). Our current political and social justice failures in the US
today, though different from the stifling authoritarianism in Poland at the time,
necessitate careful examination of the structures of what we want our youth to know and
how we choose to educate and engage them with emotion. Korczak’s motivations reflect
the struggles of so many academic greats, such as Freire, Illich, Delgado Bernal,
Anzaldúa, hooks, and others, whose critical theories of knowledge assess and challenge
contemporary frameworks. Their philosophies and the educational pedagogy practiced by
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Korczak ground my personal determination to instill equitable and balanced learning at
the core of Holocaust pedagogy, or at least that to which I contribute.
The desire to develop the Nebraska Stories of Humanity digital portal resulted
from many years of working with Holocaust educational organizations that emerged from
a grassroots framework into highly respected institutions and museums. Interacting
closely in Omaha and throughout the state of Nebraska with the last of the families of
Holocaust survivors and WWII liberators of the Nazi camps has positioned me as a
keeper of information that, only upon reflection, required a responsibility and urgency to
share. Influences from both Social Constructivism—a paradigm in which “individuals
seek to understand the world in which they live and work” (Creswell & Poth, 2016, p.
24)—along with Critical Theories that can be transformative in influencing societal
change (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015) have sharpened my sensitivities when considering
how this project might also leverage the opportunity for minoritized groups to recenter
their own histories as they relate to the individuals featured in the portal. I cannot claim
to understand the trauma or past histories of others, so the goal is to establish a pathway
to interaction with the portal materials to expand narrative and personal stories.
On Being Jewish
Studying critical theories of knowledge obliged me to look more closely at my
own situation as both White and Jewish, especially as I considered the direction of this
portal. Our present national reckoning due to injustices to Black and Brown lives, and the
increasing examples of unapologetic global White supremacy, racism, and far-right
nationalism dictate reason to pause and take stock of my own background. How do the
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characteristics of my identities impact me to ensure that I do not perpetuate
misconceptions of minoritized groups as I teach about my own?
Independent of the Holocaust survivor story, there are historical ramifications of
being Jewish in White America regarding racism and antisemitism. In this phase of the
work, we will remain focused on the victimization of Jews under Nazi ideology. This
does not limit future research of other groups such as Roma/Sinti whose community lost
hundreds of thousands of individuals, or other targeted groups. Goldstein (2006)
discusses how in America, “Jews negotiated their place in a complex racial world where
Jewishness, Whiteness, and Blackness have all made significant claims on them…the
nuances, and the competing identities that never quite disappeared, have remained a
central part of the story” (p. 5). In some instances, Jews might claim an unclear status
within American society, despite having advanced in all realms of American life since the
immigration period in the last century or more, integrating and being unequivocally
situated amidst White privilege. Caught somewhere in the middle, “being Jewish is
largely an invisible minority status” (Schlosser, 2006, p. 425). Despite reticent tolerance,
antisemitism still exists and is promoted among virulent, radical White supremacist
groups and, in some cases, within the political far-right.
European Jewish immigration and the historical integration into American
society, as revealed in Goldstein’s (2006) book, leaves little doubt that currently Jews in
this country are considered White, yet still “raced” in certain situations. Schraub (2019)
contends that interconnecting the reference White Jew “can act as an accelerant for
certain forms of antisemitic marginalization” (p. 379). Antiracism discourse works to
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“neutralize the power of Whiteness, but Jewishness combined with Whiteness can
exacerbate the ideas of ‘power, domination, or social control’ leading to antisemitic
tropes” (p. 184). In other words, antiracist language that might be used in association
with White power in different racialized situations can be used to minoritize Jews or lead
to stereotyped rhetoric about them. In this way, Jews are forced back into a binary system
as an outsider and seen as potentially dangerous to the dominant culture (Schraub, 2019).
Subsequently, White supremacists play into this threat of Jewish power, cautioning that
Jews should not be equated with the White majority. Examples of antisemitic nuances are
plentiful in this country and are often borrowed from the European political stage as “the
shameless normalization of far-right discourse” (Wodak, 2020, p. xi).
This degree of integration into the larger American society and a complicated
Jewish history, including the Holocaust, leaves Jews in a precarious social and
ideological position. Rubin (2021) considers that in certain situations, “Jews are
misplaced into a racial category of Whiteness without [others] understanding the personal
conflict involved” (p. 41). The liminal space where Jews reside is silently dictated by
Whites as “inside” when defined as such and “outside” when unwanted (Schraub, 2019).
Even in educational settings, there is a “complicated positionality of Jews along the racial
spectrum” (Rubin, 2021, p. 41), while the intersectionality of Jews in general is only
considered White when issues of antisemitism do not exclude them (Schraub, 2019). In
current times, people equate Jews as part of the privileged and dominant culture, not as a
marginalized minority. I bring this information to my research to acknowledge that I am
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conscious of the ease with which my Whiteness or religious identity impacts my
perspective.
Integrated Methodologies/Theory Guiding My Research
The Nebraska Stories of Humanity project continues to develop as the site is
shared with the public. With increasing distance since the events of the Holocaust, access
to first-hand personal accounts is limited. Consequently, recorded testimony, digital
collections, and other scholarship provide abundant opportunities to acquire information.
How should this material be accessed and presented? What ethical considerations exist
regarding sensitive personal information within these collections, and what theoretical
approaches can best frame what is available?
Issues remain concerning open-access files for research and study. As digital
engagement increases, organizations dealing with Holocaust memory seek to establish an
international virtual authority file to bring us closer to accessing previously unavailable
materials. Accomplishing this shared resource remains a challenge due to copyright,
privatization, and access issues. From an educational perspective, this is a crucial
moment to build platforms that provide carefully curated and historically accurate use of
content.
The Evolution of Holocaust Educational Materials
Teaching about the Holocaust began as an educators’ grassroots movement
(Fallace, 2008). The evolution of Holocaust curricula over the past 20-30 years in the K12 system has been carefully constructed for content and age-appropriateness, as
subscribed by defined pedagogies and the guidance of national and international
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Holocaust institutions (Donnelly, 2006; Fallace, 2008; Friedlander, 1979; Lindquist,
2008). A plethora of Holocaust educational material has emerged within various
disciplines such as history, sociology, psychology, literature, and social studies in the
postmodernist period. We must consider how this history of political upheaval and
genocide resonates with students through well-established and sustainable educational
materials while being expedient in providing accuracy, avoiding comparisons, and
acknowledging the power of memory in its delivery (Boix-Mansilla, 2000; Kansteiner,
2017; Totten et al., 2004).
Shifts in globalization have modified the presentation of Holocaust educational
materials internationally, often due to nationalistic influences encompassing new forms
of “subjectivation” and personalization of the historical content (Macgilchrist &
Christophe, 2011; Stevick & Gross, 2010). Manfra and Stoddard (2008) address a
framework for “authentic instruction” (p. 260) while focusing on digital media and its
powerful arena of primary resource availability that is shaping additional elements in
Holocaust educational resources.
Assessment concerning how Holocaust education is being taught and utilized by
educators remains somewhat unchartered (Gallant & Hartman, 2001; Novis Deutsch et
al., 2018). Despite competent learning tools, educators are often still piecing together
curricula of this complex historical content for their classrooms. Regardless of this
challenge, they are often passionate about the subject and seek opportunities to teach and
enrich their own knowledge in order to impart it properly (B. Kahn, 2007; Novis Deutsch
et al., 2018; Wolpow et al., 2002).
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Research on Holocaust education shows that survivor testimony positively
influences student learning retention. As in-person encounters with survivors diminish
with time, recorded stories are increasingly impactful (Fallace, 2008; Manfra & Stoddard,
2008; Starratt et al., 2017). In time, these testimonies will be available and experienced
only in a digital format. Various institutions, such as the USC Shoah Foundation or the
Yale Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies, manage and share survivor and
veteran testimony collections that today serve as an integral element of diverse
pedagogies in teaching the Holocaust.
Despite mandates to teach about the Holocaust and programs in higher
educational institutions, recent research reports that a low percentage of American
millennials and Gen Z can identify basic facts about the Holocaust (Claims Conference,
2020). However, another survey establishes that “eight out of ten college students
reported having received at least some Holocaust education during high school” (Echoes
and Reflections, 2020, p. 4). Our platform aims to intersperse the personal narratives
within traditional and progressive learning methods to contribute to students’ thinking
critically about the world around them and influence human behavior (Kohen &
Steinacher, 2020).
Considerations in Higher Education
My UNL doctoral coursework included an independent study with history
professor Dr. Gerald Steinacher to gather insight into his Holocaust course materials and
understand the pedagogical approach used in a classroom of higher learning. Dr.
Steinacher has carefully chosen content to formulate essential historical knowledge about
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the Holocaust while including supplemental materials to trigger deeper introspection
about human behavior, civic responsibility, and interaction with primary resources.
Students are to draw on lessons from the past to formulate responses for today, both
individually and collectively. The content guides students to recognize threats to a
democratic republic, injustices embedded in dangerous rhetoric, and the notion of being a
bystander. One of the objectives emphasized throughout the course anticipates that
students might recognize how they can contribute to society as democratic citizens and
become better human beings.
In seeking correlation to my work, Dr. Steinacher inquired: How can the
Nebraska Stories of Humanities tool add dimension to the course objectives? I purpose
that epistemological devices such as aggregated survivor testimonies and inquiry-based
digital humanities tools that connect students to the Nebraska survivors’ networks will
provoke more dialogue about this history and their own histories. The site can provide
opportunities to expand beyond the course’s historical objectives by encouraging students
to inquire and deeply explore how this history affects our citizenship values from
multiple perspectives. While some preliminary questionnaires focusing on the Nebraska
Stories of Humanity web resource were presented to a limited number of students at small
Midwest universities, my research did not include students from Dr. Steinacher’s present
classes.
A collection of essays written by college and university instructors of the
Holocaust (Totten et al., 2004) includes a discussion from Christian theology scholar
Stephen Haynes at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee. Not formally trained as a
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Holocaust scholar, Haynes developed his Holocaust studies courses in response to student
interest and the popularity of the topic. He and other contributors to Totten’s book found
themselves in a position parallel to the grassroots movement occurring in precollegiate
classrooms in teaching a developing history.
Haynes was influenced by the “liberative pedagogies” established by Paulo
Freire, bell hooks, and others who endorsed “developing critical thinking skills” (Totten
et al., 2004, pp. 116-117). For him, as in Dr. Steinacher’s UNL course, navigating this
historical topic required that the learners confront not only historical knowledge but also
the moral imperative associated with human behavior. Haynes also acknowledged the
importance of the instructor embracing the educational journey along with his/her
students:
…[the] subject matter lends itself to pedagogies that recognize that teachers are
also learners, that they bring experiences and expectations to the classroom, and
that unmastered history is best taught in ‘decentered’ classrooms in which the
object of study occupies the center of a learning community that is built around it.
Everyone, including the teacher, brings their experience to the learning process.
(Totten et al., 2004, p. 117)
Recent research conducted by Dr. Steinacher and Dr. Ari Kohen published in a
collection of edited essays reveals that students “often express surprise at the richness and
depth of what they learned over the course of the semester” (Kohen & Steinacher, 2020,
p. 9). Our broader goal for the Nebraska portal is to provide another layer of personal
connection for students who study at institutions of higher education throughout the state
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and beyond. Soon, grant initiatives and the development of the site will allow further
research on the effectiveness of this digital experience in formal educational settings.
Other Influences Guiding my Research
Historical Accuracy and the Ethics of Holocaust Culture
Historian Christopher Browning, who also came to the topic in the years when
Holocaust studies were still being formulated, has been a leader in the scrutiny of
historical context and realizing truths in the historical record. Browning (1992) is known
for his publication of Ordinary Men. His experiences as an expert scholar witness in
German retrials of Nazi war crimes and against Holocaust deniers have established him
as legendary in the field. Significant to the portal work is Browning’s concern about
exploitation or carelessness in relaying material. “We carry the on-going obligation to be
exceptionally meticulous and articulate” (Totten et al., 2004, p. 46). This standard is
particularly relevant to the nature of materials that are present in the portal. Ensuring
validity and historical accuracy is vital while supporting testimony and storytelling.
To complicate matters, the development of this digital tool must also take into
consideration the ethics presently examined in scholarly literature as Holocaust culture
continues to evolve online, within national/international narratives, and as a teaching tool.
Memory collections “prompt the creation of new media practices, including technological
inventions, epistemological innovations, and new ethical and pedagogical protocols”
(Shandler, 2017, p. 174). Even as Browning and other scholars implore vigilance in
accuracy and truth, there are struggles to manage Holocaust history and culture in the
digital space while maintaining integrity and honor to the history and the victims. Social
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media and denier sites are monitored and sometimes delegitimized. New game/simulation
reality technologies are often frowned upon, particularly when they are in the format of
gaming and virtual reality (Kansteiner, 2017) because these platforms attempt to be
reincarnations of situations that cannot be reimagined.
Kansteiner’s (2017) critiques in the area of Holocaust memory led me to review
an interview with geographers Anne Kelly Knowles, Tim Cole, and Alberto Giordano
(Fogu et al., 2016), who authored Geographies of the Holocaust (Steiner, 2014). They
were challenged to consider whether the representations in their research provided a
narrative that was true to the historical fact. Much akin to Walden’s (2021a) approach
that it is imperative to begin to redefine interpretation of Holocaust memory within
digital configurations, the geographers’ response to Kansteiner’s hesitancies determined
that digital methodologies provide new discovery. As technological advances progress
within the digital arena, ethical questions will continue to be raised about global
Holocaust culture and memory archives (Khamo, 2018).
Why Digital Methods
While Holocaust education was progressing as a pedagogy for the classroom, the
emergence of Holocaust institutions, centers, and departments of higher education
dedicated to the topic have multiplied. Scholarship and research in Holocaust studies,
Holocaust memory, and archival collections have also flourished, in particular, following
the fall of the Iron Curtain, where millions of documents under the former Soviet bloc
were sealed. A wealth of information and materials are still being revealed. These
collections, historical documentation, and institutions creating curriculum are increasing
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availability in digital formats. Now the challenge is to sort through the abundant and
viable online information.
One of the benefits of returning from Israel to study in my home state is
integrating my work in Holocaust education with the well-established UNL Digital
Humanities offerings. It was clear that the digital humanities could be a vehicle to
develop new research tools allowing for a multitude of options for learning about
memory and Holocaust history. Digital humanities give new meaning to the way we
encounter data or artifacts, and they “become objects of humanistic scholarship due to
their vibrant presence in history or literature” (Gardiner & Musto, 2015, p. 44).
Today more than ever, digital access to materials related to the Holocaust and
Holocaust studies provides avenues of discovery and research that were previously not
imagined. But maintaining the integrity and context of that material is paramount. What
developing constructs must be considered when utilizing technologies as our base of
information? To answer this question, I will take a step back to articulate where digital
accessibility and historical reliability might appropriately converge as tools for Holocaust
education.
First, it is necessary to observe the approaches offered by Freire and Illich on
technology. R. Kahn (2010) considered how both philosophers worked to reorient
modern education which is significant today in critical pedagogy. He elaborates upon
“the appropriate use of technology and the establishment of critical consciousness on the
issues surrounding technology and society” (p. 81). Freire’s critical consciousness theory
seeks to understand how social, political, and economic structures in society can take
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action to improve systems. While Freire and Illich acknowledged that industrialized tools
further advanced neo-capitalistic endeavors, Freire contended that it was necessary to
consider HOW technologies are used and who has access to them. He recognized that
“cultures which now confront an ever-evolving and expanding global media culture have
a responsibility to utilize new technologies with a critical (but hopeful) curiosity” (R.
Kahn, 2010, p. 92), albeit he takes into consideration how these new measures can also
be oppressive or create inequity. Freire understood that technologies “shaped
identities…and the production of knowledge” (Giroux, 2000, p. 153). Freire himself
utilized contemporary tools in his praxis to alter the position of the oppressed through
education (Freire, 2000).
Illich (1973) discusses concepts to employ “tools for conviviality,” which include
“survival, justice, and self-defined work” (p. 13). According to Illich (1973, as cited in R.
Kahn, 2010), these tools were to serve as a vehicle to embrace how technology could
both unlock resources and “could either advance or distort pedagogy depending on how
they were fit into a well-balanced ecology of learning” (p. 98). In reconstructing
education through new tools such as technology, there are more possibilities to create a
better humanity by enhancing “sustainability and the democratic empowerment of
people” (p. 98).
Perhaps one of the best examples of good use of digital resources for the
advancement of education is the abundance of Holocaust survivor testimony that has
been collected and made available to users on numerous websites. These testimonies—or
in some cases, clips of the personal stories also referenced in Chapter 4—are now
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integrated into Holocaust Education curricula as components of memory that parallel
various subject areas related to the topic. (For an example, see Roman Kent on Resistance
[Kent, 1996].) Testimony provides the human voice to historical events. Digital archival
collections of Holocaust survivor stories grant admittance into multiple possibilities for
first-person resources. As the survivor generation wanes, we will ultimately only have the
recordings of the personal histories in the first person. The digital narrative employs “new
cultural possibilities and challenges now being addressed in digital humanities”
(Shandler, 2017, p. 7). This is reminiscent of scholar Elie Wiesel considering that one
who hears a survivor relate their story also becomes a witness.
Bearing witness through digital access allows the user the privilege of hearing
how injustice and hate affected one individual yet provides a broader awareness of the
historic tragedy. Current digital opportunities impact the evolution of Holocaust
educational methodologies by anticipating that these lessons might resonate with students
to become more proactive citizens (Starratt et al., 2017) as they confront how the
extremities of injustice can escalate. As we look beyond testimony, digital humanities
resources and tools help connect students to contemporary, real-world issues outside the
classroom. They begin to understand, through tools like survivor testimony, that
international calamities happen to real people. Discovery of searchable transcripts,
weblogs, or other digital humanities resources—such as interactive maps that include
annotations about history, economics, or politics—expand inquiry into the geopolitical
nature of historical acts of genocide while also providing platforms for student activism
and action (Manfra & Stoddard, 2008). (See the Nebraska Stories of Humanity interactive
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maps here.) In other words, the digital humanities provide the space to formulate a
collaboration of cross-disciplinary study to bring social science research material to a
new level through digital resources (Burdick et al., 2012). The test of theory could reveal
that personal narratives and other digital tools might later yield student engagement in
productive human behavior and expand civic empathy.
Critical Theories
Centering the unique stories of those Holocaust survivors and WWII vets from
our state through various digital methods including testimony, virtual maps, and sharing
personal archival collections creates a distinctive collective memory of the same
historical event by individuals from diverse experiences. We can use critical
methodologies and theories within our pedagogical structure to broaden the impact of this
site beyond a Holocaust-focused tool. One way to accomplish this is by utilizing
multidirectional memory to connect these Nebraska “neighbors” to other cultural entities.
Incorporating these methods should be carefully considered so the integration of sharing
Holocaust memory with other narratives does not misconstrue the methodological
integrity of critical methodologies and other postcolonial theories. Some scholarship
might question the notion of Jews as a marginalized group, but when we incorporate
frameworks of storytelling to enhance the narrative and help understand the
underpinnings of historical and current antisemitism, we provide a human perspective of
a people with a complex positionality. The critical methods explored below are those that
have influenced my considerations for the portal.
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What strategies or guidance can we provide students when they study unfamiliar
tragic histories to ensure that the learning is productive and honest? Holocaust material
can be daunting for anyone. Taken out of context from historical truth, it can create
casual comparisons (Boix-Mansilla, 2000) as might happen when students learn
simultaneously about several genocides. The challenge is to instill epistemologies that
can ground historical facts beyond generating sympathies. How does a Euro-centric
audience absorb this material? How do “othered” groups interact with this history and the
memories of those who were witnesses?
A natural pathway might exist through storytelling and counter storytelling,
accompanied by educational activities directed toward cultural exchange. Each person
brings his/her own history to the experience. Recollecting Korczak’s progressive
educational model that centers children as individuals deserving respect and freedoms,
we are reminded that each visitor to our site will be unique.
Children are not future people, because they are people already...
Children are people whose souls contain the seeds of all those thoughts and emotions
that we possess. As these seeds develop, their growth must be gently directed.
—Janusz Korczak (Lewowicki, 1994, p. 4)
As we craft the platform, we consider that it is likely that users who interact with the
portal will not only encounter unknown but also impactful material. This may unleash
their own intergenerational histories of challenge and resilience. Including storytelling
can augment a meaningful bridge across communities.
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Storytelling
Storytelling within the portal can leverage the frameworks and epistemologies of
critical theories including Critical Race Feminism (CRF), LatCrit, and Critical or
Engaged Pedagogies as a way to generate educational nuances in pedagogy. Change and
agency for marginalized women, people of color, and ethnic entities continue to
accelerate through rigorous, collaborative work, including intense self-reflection within
said groups, while prompting dominant White population and institutions to reexamine
their own actions and philosophies (Berry, 2010; Delgado Bernal, 2016; Golash-Boza,
2016; hooks, 1994; Jupp et al., 2018; Matias, 2016; Morales et al., 2019; Omi & Winant,
2014; Picower, 2009). A developing concept coined HebCrit by Rubin (2021) adds
another new dimension in the field of critical studies as a response to “addressing the
specific needs of the Jewish peoples …in address[ing] Jewish persecution in the form of
antisemitism, in the field of racial studies, and the complicated positionality of the Jewish
people in U.S. society” (p. 32).
Recognizing the different experiences of women of color, CRF substantiates
counterstories, promoting the opportunity to share historicity on the storytellers’ terms,
and as a means of self-reflection to educate others by example. In educational settings,
both Berry (2010) and Delgado Bernal (2016) discuss the importance of using personal
stories to bridge traditional White methods with students’ experiences from diverse
backgrounds. bell hooks (1994) encourages “engaged pedagogy,” particularly for
students of color, by integrating and centralizing personal stories as a critical form of
dialogue and development. Akin to curriculum theory that relied on “storied, lived
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experiences” in early colonial education (Berry, 2010, p. 151), the reconceptualizing and
power of telling one’s own story merges with critical race feminism by shifting
marginalized groups and individuals to the center of the discussion. The idea of counter
storytelling sparks my interest in staging the correct platform to engage survivor and
veteran stories as Jupp et al. (2018) might have likened to “testimonio as critical praxis”
(p. 310).
As we develop the integration of storytelling methods into the portal, other critical
theories are equally important. LatCrit promotes the idea that essential family stories are
a pathway to knowledge and understanding the world outside of the Eurocentric
ideologies prevalent in White schools, businesses, and communities. Gonzalez (2001)
identifies a solution for changing educational trends through trenzas y mestizaje:
The braiding of theory, qualitative research strategies and sociopolitical
consciousness from Mexicanas … [to] bring(s) cultural knowledge to the fore of
discourses on human rights, social justice, and educational equity as well as to
inform the formulations of holistic educational policies and practices. (p. 643)
Incorporating the methodologies of counterstories to embrace community and
family knowledge of people of color invites alternative ways of accessing knowledge
(Delgado Bernal, 2016). Learning from the tenets of LatCrit, we can consider how to
weave familiar cultural experiences, such as those relevant during Jewish life before
WWII and the infrastructure of family, community, and religious conviction into our
storytelling. Welcoming examples of the counterstory of others who have made Nebraska
their home can also provide powerful perspectives.
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The profound significance of Native American storytelling specifically engages in
epistemologies connected to sacred land and nature, linking the present-day listener to the
past and to kinship experience. Holocaust and Native survivors’ testimonies disclose
unique stories and memories of tradition passed down through the generations. Their
collective experiences corroborate European colonizing goals of displacing indigenous
peoples or, for Jews, the totalitarian ambitions of the Nazis. As survivors articulate their
experiences, their recollections divulge human resilience and relationship to these horrific
socio-political historical realities. “Where was America for American Indians? No other
country welcomed them as immigrants, no other country promised them what their native
land had denied them” (Kehoe, 2006, as cited in Duran et al., 1998, p. 66).
Research on intergenerational trauma in Holocaust survivors’ and Native
Americans’ families reveals deep wounds within the historical legacy. We must consider
whether storytelling can provide a platform not only as a means to remember, but also as
a way to grapple with sequestered pain in addition to celebrated survival. If I share my
cultural storytelling, how does this help you recognize what is culturally significant in
your community? Stories about the Holocaust, much in the way we encounter Indigenous
memory, provide insight into a way of life that was lost.
Utilizing storytelling in this platform as the vehicle for critical theories of
knowledge can contribute to Holocaust memory and also employ measures in identifying
racism or consider actions to confront injustice. Perhaps as users encounter survivor
testimony we might plant the seeds that encourage the learner to share his/her own
histories via storytelling. The power of storytelling requires vulnerability, while the
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disclosure of locked away memories allows the receiver to contemplate their own past
while hearing another’s story. This also resonates with Wiesel’s (2002) notion of
becoming a witness to the memory of oppressed peoples. Assuming the responsibility to
further this knowledge is an act toward justice. Furthermore, when we combine the
voices of testimony with other aggregated data and primary resources in a digital,
interactive format, we give universality to the meaning of Holocaust memory and the
historicity of our Nebraska stories.
“Multidirectional” Memory
Rothberg (2009) has developed a concept he has coined as multidirectional
memory. He argues that the emergence of Holocaust memory and significant historical
documentation correlates with the European postcolonial period. Consequently, the
voices of those giving testimony from their unique encounters and experiences merge
into a collective memory reflecting the overall event targeting European Jewry.
Simultaneously, other marginalized or targeted groups emerging from colonized or
authoritarian oppression—not necessarily connected to WWII or the Holocaust—
recognized an urgency to articulate their own collective memory.
As Holocaust organizations evolved, the methods of remembrance both
historically and collectively were formulated. However, other social groups struggling for
acknowledgment of historical significance, including oppression, did not always see
Holocaust memorialization as a bridge to dialogue about man’s inhumanity, but rather as
another means to repress them. Rothberg (2009) contends we must consider “how to
think about the relationship between different social groups’ histories of victimization”
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(p. 2) to avoid making comparisons or assert competing suffering. Multidirectional
memory can unite cultures bearing difficult histories in a “productive, intercultural
dynamic” manner (p. 3), rather than divide them. Educational frameworks in the portal
site will demonstrate pathways to multidirectional memory to support
academics/educators/researchers in acknowledging other histories.
Additionally, literature reviewed in connection with multidirectional memory is
that of transgenerational trauma among American Indians. These sources refer to research
looking at second-generation Holocaust survivor trauma (Duran et al., 1998) when
investigating the present generation of Native Americans. Another study by Eva
Fogelman and Maria Brave Heart mentioned in the same article observes: “experiences of
Jewish survivors that are relevant to Native Americans include difficulty in mourning
over a mass grave, the dynamics of collective grief, and the importance of community
memorialization” (p. 66). There is tremendous potential in connecting these communities
through the portal.
Designed specifically for Nebraska, the digital portal will include pedagogical
connections to state educational standards by utilizing multidirectional memory to deliver
scaffolded knowledge about other marginalized people. In an example of powerful
connections, Auschwitz survivor Kitty Williams embraced the opportunity to support and
share presentation time with Shireen Ibrahim, a survivor of the ISIS genocide of the
Yezidi people who have resettled in Lincoln.
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Figure 2. Photo at the Nebraska State Capitol building.

While it is critical to clarify how Nebraska has been a refugee-receiving site and
immigration destination for many cultural groups, it is equally important to find
opportunities to honor Native Americans and their Indigenous homelands.
Acknowledging the loss and mourning attributed to how this state became home to
displaced people in the shadow of displaced and removed tribes can be paramount. This
is sensitive content, but although Rothberg (2009) acknowledges that memory
competition can exist, he reminds us that “multidirectional memory [can serve] as a spur
to unexpected acts of empathy and solidarity…and is often the very grounds on which
people construct and act upon visions of justice” (p. 19).
Finally, it is critical to note in the discussion about multidirectional memory that
renowned African American scholar W. E. B. Du Bois penned an influential essay titled
“The Negro in the Warsaw Ghetto” (Rothberg, 2001) following a visit to the recovering
war-torn city in 1949. Eighty percent destroyed, Du Bois was struck by the irony of the
rebuilt urban areas as he observes the city’s divide. On the one hand, the cherished Old
Town was rapidly being rebuilt, while the Jewish ghetto, entirely burnt to the ground by
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the Nazis in 1943, remained acres of rubble. Rothberg (2009) references Du Bois as a
model for multidirectional memory when he reconsiders his concept of the “color line.”
Du Bois “sees the ruins of the ghetto [as] common property, a public resource for
reflection on the lines of race, culture, and religion that divides groups from each other
even as they create new possibilities for alliance” (p. 132). Multidirectional memories
provide a pathway to relate to the histories of others in a manner that can bind us together
through our diverse and othered cultures. Articulating the tools to integrate these new
ways of knowing require thoughtful and creative strategies.
Summary and Conclusion
As multiple theoretical areas merge within the conceptualization of the portal, I
sought to find literature that unites the concepts rather than isolates them. Reasonably,
Holocaust history, Holocaust memory studies, critical theories, and digital humanities
tools should require unique methods of inquiry that do not necessarily coincide. But, in
this postmodern era where qualitative “worldviews” (Creswell & Poth, 2016) are
challenged with paradigms that can significantly shift philosophical assumptions, pushing
beyond those entrenched traditions of research to unify multiple perspectives appears
appropriate for this task. My coursework in various research methodologies has prepared
me to analyze this material critically through these lenses.
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Chapter 3: Video Methodology and Development Script
Note to the reader: The text below in Chapter 3 is the script for the YouTube
presentation for the methodology and development explanations of the Nebraska
Stories of Humanity. Please access this link HERE for the presentation and then
continue on page 70 for Chapter 4.
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Slide 3 INTRODUCTION
I have spent years delving into the historical context of the Nebraska survivor and
camp liberator narratives. As a result, I’ve become a student of the history of the
Nebraska connection to the Holocaust as I build my personal archive of knowledge in my
role as an educator. It has been an unexpected turn in my life’s work to be a guardian and
custodian of Nebraska Holocaust memory and study.
Slide 4 “Searching for Humanity: Veterans, Victims, and Survivors of World War
II.”
Off Interstate 80 between Omaha and Lincoln is a little town called Ashland,
Nebraska, where the Strategic Air Command & Aerospace Museum is located. Tucked
away in the lower level of the museum is an exhibit titled “Searching for Humanity:
Veterans, Victims, and Survivors of World War II.” The museum website explains:
This is a unique and moving exhibit that asks its audience to consider the search
for humanity during the Holocaust and to reflect on man’s obligation to
humankind. Nationally known artist, Matthew Placzek, sets an affecting
environment with photos, memorabilia, and testimony of Nebraska Holocaust
survivors, soldiers, and those whose courageous actions liberated prisoners from
concentration camps in Nazi-occupied Europe. Upon entering the exhibit, an
emotional journey unfolds for visitors as the images chronicle remarkable
personal experiences of confronting one of the most inhumane periods in our
world’s history.
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When I curated the exhibit with Matt, who was commissioned to develop the
presentation by local Holocaust survivor, Sam Fried, I knew there was something bigger
that needed to be done to tell the significant stories of the survivors and liberators who
settled in our state.
What, if any, is the impact on students learning about the Holocaust beyond their
school experience or a curated exhibition? How does teaching the Holocaust interface
with issues of social justice, democracy, morality, and human dignity? There are viable
curricula in place, and many of these educational tools follow structures and formats that
share internationally accepted concepts. Clearly, there is a need for spearheading
Holocaust and social justice issues into the future through accessible and motivational
digital learning where the results can be preserved as Holocaust memory with the aid of
technology.
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INTRODUCTION
“ …an unexpected turn in my life’s work to be a
guardian and custodian of Nebraska Holocaust
memory and study.”

Figure 4. Artwork by Shiri Phillips
3

“Searching for Humanity:
Veterans, Victims, and Survivors of World War II.”
Strategic Air Command & Aerospace Museum

Figure 5. Entry to “Searching for Humanity” Exhibition
Note. Photo Credit- Placzek Studios.

Figure 6. Final image when departing “Searching for Humanity” Exhibition
Note. Photo Credit- Placzek Studios.
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Slide 5 Nebraska Holocaust Survivors
Most Holocaust survivors who arrived in Nebraska had suffered unspeakable
traumas under state-sponsored Nazi ideology and the Final Solution plan to purge Europe
of its Jews. As a result of this unprecedented systematic persecution, families were torn
apart; homes and property were stripped from Jewish owners throughout Europe, and
millions were murdered. Survivors who attempted to return home often met further
antisemitic violence. Some found refuge in Red Cross Displaced Person Camps,
sometimes reuniting with distant family members or choosing life partners who had
experienced a similar fate to their own. In attempting to exit Europe, bureaucracy
impeded expediency which often included immigration restrictions. Despite these
challenges, many Holocaust survivors came to Nebraska. Numerous Nebraskans serving
in the military became unexpected liberators of Nazi camps. They returned to the States
to reacclimate following their harrowing service. These were individuals whose lives of
tragedy turned productive within Nebraska communities.
Slide 6 Nebraska Holocaust Survivors
Throughout the years, Holocaust survivors and liberators of Nazi camps shared
their lived experience of the Holocaust with audiences around the state. With the passing
of time, there is a growing urgency and an obligation to share their remarkable
experiences via new methods. By exploring the narratives of the highlighted individuals,
the site enables users to understand the deconstruction of democracy in pre-WWII Europe
and exemplifies the power of an individual’s resilience. Their survivor and veterans’
impact in our state is worthy of recognition as a humanities collection of searchable
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stories. These were individuals whose lives of tragedy turned productive in Nebraska
communities.
As educators and others began to envision a central place to access the stories of
our community survivors and veterans who formerly visited schools, churches,
synagogues, and public events, we began to consider how digital tools might fill a gap.
We seek to tell their stories, preserve their memories, and celebrate their rebuilt lives. My
close interaction in Omaha and throughout the state with families of the last Holocaust
survivors and WWII liberators has made this site, the Nebraska Stories of Humanity,
possible. We are indebted to them for sharing these extraordinary stories so that future
generations can understand the atrocities of the Holocaust.
Centering these specific stories in the framework of critical theory in a state that
supports diverse immigrant resettlement may also provide an opportunity to consider how
sociopolitical environs have affected other minoritized peoples in our state and our
responsibilities as citizens in the community.
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Nebraska Holocaust Survivors

Holocaust
Survivors mourn
the memory of
those lost and
treasure their
blossoming
families of today

Figure 3.5.

Figure 7. Photo collage in “Searching for Humanity” Exhibition

Figure 8. Photo Credit: ©David Radler Studio and Films
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Slide 7 MISSION
The mission of the project includes:


Providing a centralized space where students, researchers, and a broad Internet
audience can access and glean information.



Sharing stories of Nebraska Holocaust survivors and WWII veterans through
aggregated testimony, geographical resources, primary historical resources,
personal documents, and photos.



Engaging in University of Nebraska research and working with other student
researchers and community volunteers in establishing a dynamic platform to
grow over time while collaborating and collecting materials from family,
friends, and organizations.



Providing educational frameworks utilizing primary resources from the
Holocaust and current periods.



Establishing a model for other communities or groups by using narrative as an
interactive platform.

Dr. Ari Kohen, Co-Project Investigator on this project, contends:
Akin to bringing these important witnesses into the classroom, this website
presents a 360-degree view into the lives of survivors and liberators—before,
during, and after the Holocaust. And, importantly for students in Nebraska
classrooms, it connects us to these people directly; the people whose stories are
told here are our neighbors and they raised their families, did their work, owned
businesses, and worshipped in the same places where we live today. Although we
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cannot bring them into our classrooms any longer, through this website we can get
to know them as complete individuals and we can continue to learn from their
stories of survival.
Slide 8 Research Question
As a doctoral student at the University of Nebraska, I have had the opportunity to
acquire new knowledge and to broaden my scope of Holocaust educational pedagogy and
methodology, as well as of Holocaust memory. Through the diverse perspectives and
backgrounds of my instructors and faculty from my department—Teaching, Learning,
and Teacher Education—and the tools of the Digital Humanities, I can begin to bring a
richer understanding and more grounded experience to those who delve into this material.
How can this digital humanities repository of primary resources contribute to student,
educator, and researchers’ better understanding of the legacy of Nebraska Holocaust
survivors and liberators of WWII Nazi concentration camps?
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MISSION
• To provide a centralized space to glean information
about Nebraska Holocaust survivors and veterans
who liberated camps during World War II.
• To share stories of Nebraska Holocaust survivors and
WWII veterans through aggregated materials.
• To engage in University of Nebraska research while
collaborating with family, friends, and organizations.
• To provide educational frameworks utilizing primary
resources from the Holocaust and current periods.
• To establish a model for other communities or groups
in using narrative as an interactive platform.
Figure 9. “Learn” page on NE Stories web portal
7

Research Question
How can this digital humanities repository of
primary resources contribute to student,
educator, and researchers' better
understanding of the legacy of Nebraska
Holocaust survivors and liberators of WWII Nazi
concentration camps?
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Slide 9 METHODOLOGY, CONCEPT, AND EVOLUTION
Reviewed previously in my dissertation literature review, the theoretic scholarship
of Delores Delgado Bernal, bell hooks, Paulo Freire, and Janusz Korczak is the
foundation for my personal educational values, particularly when I look at racism and
antisemitism in the framework of Holocaust education. At the core of my objectives is
the goal to help educators, students, or others understand the complexities of the
Holocaust and recognize how media discourse, basic systemic and institutional
discrimination can lead to genocide. The unique tragedy of the Holocaust seeps into
discussions of other genocides and historical developments. Understanding this
scholarship and that Nebraska is a refugee state, we must remain mindful that we bear a
responsibility to build and teach respect for differences and the heritages of those who
live within our communities. This was the wish of those who survived the Holocaust and
settled as our neighbors, as well as those individuals who were called to serve in the
armed forces.
Scholar Anne Burdick contends that the digital humanities provides the space to
formulate a cross-disciplinary study to bring social science research material to a new
level through digital resources (Burdick et al., 2012). The Nebraska Stories of
Humanities portal project was an idea conceptualized in my Digital Humanities Readings
course with Dr. Carrie Heitman in 2018. I began to understand that utilizing these tools
could provide new and exploratory methods for learning about individuals and their
experiences in the Holocaust which ultimately morphed into my doctoral research. It is a
timely endeavor, as Nebraska has recently passed Legislative Bill 888 that now requires
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Holocaust and genocide studies be taught in our schools. The Nebraska connection within
the portal will serve as an excellent contribution for standards and assessments. In this
slide, you can see the evolution of the concept from wireframe to placeholder page to the
present image.

The initial collection of the five highlighted individuals provides the framework
for an expanded collection of stories. We are honored to bring this first phase of the
project to the public and anticipate many additions in the future.
Slide 10 Team
Following establishment of the initial project charter by the Center for Digital
Research in the Humanities (CDRH) in January 2020, work on the portal began by a team
of six CDRH programmers. In 2021, the project charter was updated anticipating the
launch and, in early 2022, local artist Shiri Philips contributed the art designs. An
advisory group meets monthly to assess the progress of the project. Project charters and
the breadth of work can be viewed in Appendices B and C.
For more than 20 years, UNL has used Digital Humanities methodologies and
tools to create unique digital archives for use by researchers, scholars, and the general
public. Projects such as the Walt Whitman Archive and the Willa Cather Archive have
long aggregated materials from disparate repositories into cohesive, easily navigable
websites. UNL has a tradition of involving student and community collaborators in
developing and applying computational tools in the digital environment. Students are
trained to follow exacting international metadata standards which takes place under the
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direction of university professors. The Nebraska Stories of Humanity project also trains
student assistants who are carefully monitored under the established guidelines of the
CDRH. Additionally, the project engages individual contributors, local stakeholder
organizations, and national and international repositories. In discussion about platforms,
Drucker references McGann stating, “Digital humanists have seen themselves within the
longer tradition of the humanities, suggesting that the main value of their work resides in
the creation, migration, or preservation of cultural materials.” (McGann, 2001, as cited in
Drucker, 2012, p. 85)
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METHODOLOGY, CONCEPT AND EVOLUTION
“The Digital Humanities provide the space to
formulate a cross -disciplinary study to bring
social science research material to a new level
through digital resources.”
Burdick et al., 2012

"Digital humanists have seen themselves within
the longer tradition of the humanities,
suggesting that the main value of their work
resides in the creation, migration, or
preservation of cultural materials."
Figure 10. Wireframe

Figure 11. Placeholder

Figure 12. Site design

Drucker, 2012
9
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Slide 11 Search Options
Nebraska Stories of Humanity has seen substantial progress in the past two and a
half years of development. We have transcribed, translated, cropped, and reviewed more
than 900 single items—some with multiple pages of content—to populate across the five
stories that are highlighted in our prototype. Our search engine is designed to enhance
searchable categories as referenced in the image on the left through exploration by year,
people, language, creator, format, places, and source. It is additionally possible to search
more specifically in the “filter” as seen on the right. Through the commitment of our
devoted interns and development team, we are able to continue to grow this mass of
material.
Slide 12 Application Programming Interface (API)
We anticipate the day when international virtual authority files can share
Application Programming Interfacing (APIs) to further substantiate our materials. APIs
allow for resources to programmatically interact with one another (Eising, 2017) . We use
the API-first approach to center the work of making our data and metadata interoperable
and reusable by others. Along with utilizing the resources from already existing APIs, the
API-first approach creates Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) and offers tangible interfaces to
textual data that can be used in tailor-made workflows by humanities researchers and
other users working with big data (Tasovac et al., 2016). By focusing on API-first, we are
encoding the documents with the understanding that they will be removed from the site
structure but will retain file context. Subsequently, these APIs will create duality in
acquiring and sharing archival information.
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Search Options

Figure 14. Search Page by Filter NE Stories web portal

Figure 13. Browse Page NE Stories web portal
11

Application Programming Interface (API)
• APIs allow applications to communicate with one another
• APIs enable access to data from outside sources

• APIs are NOT a database. They provide access points
to other applications that can access a database
• APIs allow us to send a request detailing the
information we want to use
• Provide APIs to others to utilize our information
• APIs allow the query of other applications to receive
the data:
• We can view it
• Use it in our application
• Stay up to date

Figure 15. API Diagram - Resource: www.SoftwareTestingMaterial.com

Source: PerryEising
12
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Slide 13 Work Process (TEI)
My colleague, Laura Weakly, is the metadata specialist at the CDRH. In addition
to guidance in digital methodology and presenting together at various conferences, Laura
has trained and assisted our student interns involved in transcribing and scanning our
materials. All of our textual materials are completely transcribed and encoded according
to TEI guidelines. We are fortunate that the survivors and liberators whose stories we are
initially including all have fairly legible handwriting, which makes the transcription
process easier. Once transcribed, we are then encoding the documents according to the
TEI, which is an international standard that is widely used by libraries, museums,
publishers, and individual scholars to present texts for online research, teaching, and
preservation. This image, as it appears on the web portal, presents the letter written by
Clarence Williams, a combat medic assigned to the 122nd Medical Battalion, Rainbow
Division. Williams deployed to France in January 1945 and was present at the liberation
of the Dachau Concentration Camp.
Slide 14 Metadata Encoding
Williams wrote to his wife Gretchen nearly every day during his deployment, and
these letters have been carefully transcribed and encoded. On the far right, you see the
TEI encoding of the body of this letter. In the TEI header, where the metadata is stored,
we have regularized all the people and geographic locations mentioned in the letter. This
metadata is then used for search faceting, social networking, and mapping. We also have
encoded metadata about the act of communication, using the TEI’s Correspondence
Description encoding—this records the sender, the recipient, the place sent from, the
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place sent to, the date sent, and, if known, the date received. For the photographs and
other nontextual materials, the metadata has been recorded following the Dublin Core
metadata standards. Here you see a photo of Clarence on his return journey from Europe
standing aboard the ship and the related metadata in the spreadsheet on the lower left.
This encoding allows full-text searching across the corpus and viewing of all the
materials on our site. More importantly, it allows for users to facet their searches for
particular people, places, and topics. This is illustrated in the “search for people” box in
the middle of the slide, which shows the 261 letters written from Clarence Williams to his
wife Gretchen.
Notice how Clarence’s creative writing graphics mimics the ocean waves.
Clarence writes:
Well honey we are still rolling, rolling over the deep blue sea. It has really been
grand sailing today, beautiful sunshine and very warm. Also the water has been
calm but I will still be glad when we again set foot on land for a change. Honey I
am surely getting homesick for some of your letters and hope there will be some
waiting when we arrive at our destination. Also it will be a lot easier to find
something to write about when we get there I think. Then again perhaps
everything of interest will be censored as it now is.
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Work Process (TEI)
SharePoint
Used for storing and sharing of scanned and downloaded
materials.
Google Sheets
For tracking workﬂow such as Clarence Williams’ letters to
Gretchen Williams.

Figure 16. Workﬂow tracking

Figure 17. Workﬂow of Dachau letter
Note. Clarence to Gretchen, dated: April 30,1945 NE Stories web portal.
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Metadata Encoding

Figure 18. Encoding workﬂow
Note. Examples from the Williams’ Family collection.
14
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Slide 15 Metadata Ontology (OWL)
To enable network analysis, we utilize Web Ontology Language (OWL) and
Resource Description Framework metadata. This is an example of our OWL file which
defines relationships found in our documents. In this slide, we are defining “familyOf,”
“parentOf,” and “childOf” or other relationships. The spreadsheet on the bottom left
indicates the subject, predicate, object, and source, to help express those relationships in
this case. In the center of the slide is a photo of Holocaust survivor Bea Karp, shown here
with her Grandmother Jeanette Gottlieb in 1936 in their hometown of Karlsruhe,
Germany. The computational expressions in the spreadsheet map that relationship. Of
course, family relationships are fairly straightforward, although they can still be complex.
For example, reference to an “aunt,” may in fact be a “great aunt” or perhaps a close
family friend. We are also interested in more complicated relationships such as Bea’s
association with the thousands of Nebraska educators and school children she spoke to
over the years, or her relationship with Vivette Samuel who facilitated Bea’s transfer into
hiding from Gurs Concentration Camp to French chateaus in the middle of the war. The
encoding and metadata work is critical to the API-first approach mentioned previously.
The images on the right express other programming computations for the metadata.
Slide 16 Clarence Williams
Utilizing Digital Humanities tools to create interactive maps, the development
team created maps of three of our five stories to visualize the journeys of Clarence
Williams, Bea Karp, and Irving Shapiro. These maps include pop-up materials from the
collection and links to outside resources to obtain further historical context. Country
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borders and sovereignties represented in these maps are reflective of January 2022 rather
than borders of the last century. While some uncertainty regarding exact dates or
locations exists due to extreme situations during the war, the detailed archive of over 250
letters from Clarence assisted in piecing together his map. Despite the fact that Clarence
had to be evasive in his writing due to wartime censorship, he was keen to provide
locations and experiences in his correspondence shortly after the end of the war. Further,
his beloved wife, Gretchen, made notations with dates and places on EACH envelope she
received.
Digital Humanities provides new research tools allowing a multitude of options
for learning about memory and Holocaust history. These tools give new meaning to the
way we encounter data or artifacts—allowing us to see patterns or survey information at a
side-by-side perspective that we may not have considered previously. In the pop-up
windows in Clarence’s map, we highlight his photographs or the small artifacts he saved
throughout his tour with dates and locations noted on the back. These details give
concrete dates regarding his movement during his tour, but more importantly provide
insight into the personality of the soldier, the man, the husband. In his letter from Austria
on May 9, 1945, we found dried flowers in the envelope. He includes a P.S.: “I am
enclosing this bouquet I picked on Hitler’s estate. Two violets and one yellow flower, I
don’t know what it is. Aren’t very pretty are they?”
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Metadata Ontology (OWL)

“Predicate”

Figure 20. GitHub repository

Figure 19. Ontology workﬂow examples

Figure 21. Metadata source document
15

Clarence Williams
Figure 22. NE Stories “Maps” landing Page

Figure 24. Envelope from “Dachau” letter.
Note. Rec’d 5-19-45

Figure 23. Clarence Williams Map featuring “During” the war

Figure 25. Clarence Williams Map featuring artifact “pop-up”
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Slide 17 Hanna Rosenberg Gradwohl
Another survivor whose story is included in the collection is that of Hanna
Rosenberg Gradwohl who fled the Nazis as a child with her family shortly before the
outbreak of war. Hanna and her parents came to Lincoln to join family members who had
already settled in Lincoln. Numerous artifacts from her family collection are housed at
History Nebraska, formerly the Nebraska State Historical Society, who, as a stakeholder
organization, has shared materials with me. Hanna’s grandparents, Benno and Hedwig
Rosenberg, remained in Germany and were murdered by the Nazis. Shown here is
Hedwig’s coat, which was saved and eventually made its way to Nebraska. Hanna tells
the story HERE:
. . . Benno and Hedwig (Rosenberg) were sent to initially Theresienstadt . . . in
Czechoslovakia on September 2nd, 1942. On September 29th they were sent on to
Treblinka an extermination camp in Poland and were murdered there. Before
Hedwig was deported, she gave the Persian lamb coat to a Christian neighbor for
safekeeping. The neighbor buried the coat to hide it from the Nazis during World
War Two. After the war she found my dad Ludwig’s address in Lincoln and sent
the coat to him.

— Hanna Rosenberg

Slide 18 Bea Karp
We are fortunate to have many photos and artifacts from Bea Karp. We also have
access to her personal collection of letters from her years hiding in the chateaus and
convents in Central France with the assistance of the OSE—the French Jewish
Underground. The collection of written documents was donated by Bea to the United
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States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., and fortunately is accessible
online for public use. Although we are not yet able to receive the materials through API
access, open access links to these items made it possible for us to include them in our
collection. The collage of artifacts seen here on the left was gifted to the Institute for
Holocaust Education in Omaha. Recently, while having her postcards and letters
translated from the original German, we discovered that her mother referenced the little
red pinafore seen in the collage:
Today your lovely little package with the bread and two rows from a chocolate
bar arrived in good condition and is a real winner. Thank you much, my darling
little one. But you, yourself, dear little Beate, you really shouldn’t scrimp and go
without yourself for our sake. It’s a good thing that the bread is dried. That way it
doesn’t go moldy, and it tastes so good in coffee or soup. Again, thank you very
much. Did you receive the sunglasses and the little red pinafore? . . . Stay healthy,
my darling good child. I kiss you, with love, your Mama
(click HERE to view war bundle and HERE to view Rosa’s letter in web portal)
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Hanna Rosenberg Gradwohl
“. . . Benno and Hedwig (Rosenberg) were
sent initially to Theresienstadt . . . in
Czechoslovakia on September 2nd, 1942. On
September 29th they were sent on to
Treblinka an extermination camp in Poland
and were murdered there. Before Hedwig
was deported, she gave the Persian lamb
coat to a Christian neighbor for
safekeeping. The neighbor buried the coat
to hide it from the Nazis during World War
Two. After the war she found my dad
Ludwig's address in Lincoln and sent the
coat to him.”
– Hanna Rosenberg

Figure 26. Recorded Testimony from Hanna Rosenberg Gradwohl
Note. History Nebraska Brown Bag event, December 20, 2018.

Bea Karp

Figure 27. History Nebraska postcard featuring the Persian Lamb Coat
Note. NE Stories web portal.
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Mrs. Rosa Stern
No. 6371, Housing Block J., Barrack 60
Centre de Hébergement
Miss Beate Stern
Château du Couret
c/o the Jonchère St. Maurice
Haute-Vienne
“My dear, good little Beate.
It’s been a very long while since I last had word from you,
my darling child and I’m really concerned about you. Are you
healthy? Please write me, even if it isn’t any long letter. Today
your lovely little package with the bread and two rows from a
chocolate bar arrived in good condition and is a real winner.
Thank you so much, my darling little one. But you, yourself,
dear little Beate, you really shouldn’t scrimp and go without
yourself for our sake. It’s a good thing that the bread is dried.
That way it doesn’t go moldy, and it tastes so good in coffee or
soup. Again, thank you very much.
Did you receive the sunglasses and the little red pinafore? I
included a little blouse for you with what I sent to MargaKahn.
Does it still fit, and can you wear it?
Stay healthy, my darling good child.
I kiss you, with love,
your Mama”
“Pass on my greetings to Gerdi, Charlotte and Edith, and
Margo. Strauss”

Figure 28. Bea Karp War Bundle NE Stories web portal
Note. Displayed at the Institute for Holocaust Education, Omaha, Nebraska.

Figure 29. Letter to Bea Karp in hiding NE Stories web portal
Note. Arrived to Chateau du Couret from her mother interned at
Gurs Concentration Camp.
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Slide 19 TIMELINE
As mentioned, I entered into agreement with the CDRH in January 2020. We
immediately put together an advisory committee with several CDRH team members and
Dr. Ari Kohen, Dr. Carrie Heitman, and Dr. Kay Walter, Founding Director of the
CDRH. UCARE applications were due in February 2020, so I reached out to students to
apply to work with us. We began to develop the concepts, research other sites for content
consideration and design, and investigate APIs that might be available through various
international Holocaust organizations. Dr. Walter helped me understand the rigor needed
to search for grant funding and how to create a project budget. Dr. Kohen and I then
submitted numerous grants to the Jewish Federation Foundation in Omaha. After inquiry
with the Cooper Foundation in Lincoln, shortly following the shutdown for Covid, it was
clear that we needed a more substantive plan clarifying the future of the project in order
to request funding from other sources. Grantors encouraged us to build a stakeholder
committee. With our continued determination, our work efforts began to gain interest and
support.
Opportunities became available to participate in conferences focusing on digital
Holocaust memory. In November 2020, Laura Weakly and I took part in a virtual
conference with the Israel state Holocaust museum, Yad Vashem, titled, “Using
Holocaust Documents Online: The Changing Relationship Between the Archivist and the
Users.” In January 2021, I submitted a poster to the virtual Jewish Studies in the Digital
Age conference sponsored by #DHJewish out of the University of Luxembourg. Laura
and I also presented on a panel for the New York City FDR Library’s virtual conference
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“Examining American Responses to the Holocaust: Digital Possibilities” in October
2021. In May 2022, I traveled to Vienna to present a paper titled The Impact of the
Nebraska Collective Memory of the Holocaust via Digital Exploration at the EHRIAustria conference “Connected Histories: Memories and Narratives of the Holocaust in
Digital Space.” Additionally, I was invited to speak at several programs on and off
campus, including at the Nebraska Wesleyan University opening of the USHMM
“America and the Holocaust” traveling exhibit during their alumni homecoming program
in October 2021.
Our most significant event in 2022, in addition to the massive effort to document
all 901 items in the collection, was the project launch on April 26. We marketed to our
stakeholder members, university departments and alumni, and students and faculty
associated with the CDRH. The turnout included individuals from our grant organizations
and Dr. Tom Williams, son of Staff Sergeant Clarence Williams.
The Nebraska Stories of Humanity project has been recognized by the University
of Nebraska Office of Research and Development and will be featured in the annual
report in November 2022. Other significant opportunities continue to be presented to our
team. Dr. Kohen, Laura Weakly, and I have been asked to write a journal chapter for
Holocaust and Genocide Studies, special edition, 2023. Following the Vienna conference
in April, I have also received an invitation to submit an article to the Studies in Digital
History and Hermeneutics Journal in March 2023.
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Slide 20 Stakeholder Partnerships
In developing this resource, we were advised to create alliances with community
organizations to enhance our content and exposure. Collaboration with state
organizations with archival collections has undoubtedly increased our visibility. The
stakeholder committee, made up of about 10 member organizations plus our advisory
committee, helped map out the concept structure and voted on the first five individuals to
include in the prototype. We began to reach out to the selected survivor and veteran
families while searching for online accessible materials to begin building the archive.
Covid forced our committees, meetings with interns, and daily interactions to Zoom.
Almost 100% of the prototype was built without the team ever meeting physically.
The Nebraska Stories of Humanity stakeholder members who meet biannually
provide helpful critiques and recommendations in developing the resource and promoting
the site within their extensive memberships. Additionally, off-shoot projects have been
instigated from the site material that is increasing community interest and engagement.
For example, History Nebraska commissioned a production to be written and produced
by BLIXT titled “Not Too Far Distant” based on the letters written between Clarence and
Gretchen Williams. An educational subgroup including the Institute for Holocaust
Education, History Nebraska, BLIXT, and Nebraska Wesleyan has developed an
accompanying instructional component to the play.
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TIMELINE
2021

2020

2022
Figure 31.Site design NE Stories web portal

Figure30. #DHJewish Conference poster

Jan

Feb

Aug

Nov

Jan

Project begins
Project Advisory
Committee developed

Mar

Oct

Jun

Apr

Mar

May

Product Launch

Continued
Artifact

Stakeholder Group

Feb

In-person gathering,
University of NE, Lincoln

Site Design
Artist hired

Collection and transcribing

established

FDR Library

#DHJewish
Virtual Conference,
Luxembourg

Project Charter
developed

UCARE Students
submit requests

Yad Vashem

Virtual Conference,
New York

Maps
developed

Guest Speaker
NE Wesleyan

Virtual Conference,
Jerusalem

Holocaust
Digital
Memory
Conference,
Vienna

UNL Layman’s
Grant received
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Stakeholder Partnerships
• The Institute for Holocaust Education
• The Nebraska Jewish Historical Society
• History Nebraska
• Nebraska Department of Education
• Nebraska Wesleyan University
• BLIXT
Figure 32. NE Stories of Humanity Launch event

At the University of Nebraska -Lincoln:
• Harris Center for Judaic Studies
• UCARE (Undergraduate Creative Activities and Research Experiences)
• Center for Digital Research in the Humanities
• College of Education and Human Sciences; Teaching, Learning, & Teacher Education

Figure 33. BLIXT promotional poster
Note. Clarence Williams production.
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Slide 21 Funders
During the initial prototype research and development, this project has brought in
over $90,000 from numerous local funders. We will continue to seek funding for the
Nebraska Stories of Humanity project through university and national grant opportunities
to ensure the continuation of the site and plan for long-term sustainability. Work beyond
the prototype will continue at length in order to expand the pedagogy and add additional
narratives to the site. This process is dynamic and ongoing. The resource will reside in
the collection of the UNL Center for Digital Research in the Humanities.
Slide 22 Student Interns
Some of the most profound experiences I have had with this project have been
working with the student interns. Two in particular were involved from the inception of
the project. We worked for 2 years completely on Zoom, never meeting formally until the
project launch. Ethan Tylski was my student in an Education Foundations class, and I
knew he was particularly interested in history. Aila Ganić heard about the project through
a professor. Her parents fled Bosnia and ultimately settled in Lincoln. Both of these
young people, as well as the other interns, have found the work invaluable and personally
satisfying. I am truly grateful for the hundreds of hours the interns have dedicated to the
input of data from these precious artifacts and documents.
Aila focused her UNL senior honors thesis on her significant contribution to
transcribing and encoding Bea Karp’s collection in the project. She noted that her
research question considered: “How can the digital humanities provide a vehicle that
elevates the human impact of survivor narrative and testimony?” Aila concludes that
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through “analyzing the portal and how Bea Karp’s life will be documented on the
website, it is evident that this project will elevate the human impact of survivor narrative
as survivors are the main focus of the portal” (Ganić, 2022, p. 1).
During the website launch on April 26, Ethan Tylski addressed the audience by
commenting:
I had the honor of reading, transcribing, and encoding around 250 of Clarence’s
letters in the past two years. One of the big takeaways from that entire experience
was that Clarence was a great man, living in the worst of times. Stuck in my
bedroom for the first few months of the pandemic, Clarence and I had a lot of
alone time. Although Clarence never knew me, I often felt that we were having a
conversation. The words that he wrote often stuck with me for days, or even
weeks.
Ethan continued by saying:
There were parallels between what was going on in his life and my own. He
missed his family, he grieved the loss of human life, he wanted to see a better
world. I hope you all get the chance to comb through Clarence’s letters. I am
positive that they will impact you as much as they have me. In particular, his
letter to Gretchen after liberating Dachau. It is visceral. His words are seared into
my memory. By reading his letters, you too become a witness of human atrocity
and engage in the most human of acts, empathy. . . We can all learn from him.
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Funders
• Cooper Foundation
• Humanities Nebraska
• Center for Digital Research in the Humanities
• Jewish Federation of Omaha Foundation

Figure 34. Artwork by Shiri Phillips

• Shirley and Leonard Goldstein Supporting Foundation
• University of Nebraska -Lincoln
• UNL Harris Center for Judaic Studies
• UNL Oﬃce of Research: Layman New Directions Award
• UNL Undergraduate Creative Activities and Research Experience (UCARE)
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Student Interns

Interns
Katrina Bergantzel, CDRH, 2021
Natalie Beattie, UCARE, 2022-2023
Karmen Browitt, Summer Intern, 2019
Lorenzo Catalano, UCARE, 2021
Aila Ganić, UCARE, 2020-2022
Abby Hanson, UCARE, 2022
-2023
Emma Klein, UCARE, Summer 2022
Elsie McCabe, CDRH, 2021
-2023
Amy Peterson, Summer Intern, 2019
Lindsay Roberts, CDRH, 2021
-2022

Figure 35. Ethan Tylski, UCARE, 2020-2022
Note. Private Collection.

Figure 36. Aila Ganić, UCARE, 2020-2022
Note. Private Collection.

Ethan Tylski, UCARE, 2020 2022
-
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Slide 23 CONCLUSION
The Nebraska Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Veteran Network
and Educational Portal is a dynamic, public platform that centralizes the history of
Nebraska Holocaust survivors and WWII liberators through searchable stories, including
testimony and other resources. Digital compilation of community-centered stories unifies
the disparate historical resources. Locally acquired digitized documents, photographs,
and heirlooms from survivor and veteran families, and API frameworks populate
testimony, news articles, geographical and primary resources, to create a well-rounded
and centralized collection. These aggregated resources are designed to be searchable
through different pathways and repositories to enrich these narratives. Our work is locally
focused, but digital options allow our collection to be transnational, transcultural, and
interdisciplinary as a contribution to public history.
Bea Karp would generally conclude her public testimony by stating:
I tell this story in memory of my parents and the six million Jews that died. I don’t
want the world to forget. It’s a lesson to the future and the future is in your hands.
And it’s up to you to make sure nothing like that will ever happen again. —Bea
Karp, Leo Adam Biga’s My Inside Stories (Biga, 2018)
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Chapter 4: Educational Implications and Implementation of
the Nebraska Stories of Humanity Web Portal
Introduction
Unlike a traditional qualitative study, this dissertation focuses on the development
and methodology behind the creation of the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal, as
featured in Chapter 3. Throughout this research I have attempted to triangulate several
seemingly unrelated areas of study, although it is clear to me that they are deeply
interconnected. The first component involved articulating the significance of my doctoral
studies in critical theories of education while weaving social justice considerations into
the heart of my work on the portal. Here are some questions I sought to answer: Why use
personal narratives to teach history? In what ways can sharing these Nebraska stories
provide a bridge to better understanding the dangers of racial ideology? How can deeper
historical knowledge of the narratives be learned through the curated collection of
primary resources and artifacts? How can becoming acquainted with these stories provide
pathways to broader civic considerations or actions?
I have spent countless hours engrossed in the historical research of the Nebraska
survivor and liberator stories. To properly share these stories, it was necessary to learn
how to implement digital humanities methodologies and identify specific digital
humanities tools that were key to producing an initial prototype resource. While curating
the product, I was engaged with searching for funding, working with team developers,
guiding intern researchers, and building a stakeholder committee while marketing the
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portal through community talks, conference papers, and research presentations. All of
these areas have been critical in the actualization of the web resource.
Now that the foundation has been established, the real work must truly begin.
Since the launch of the Nebraska Stories of Humanity portal in April 2022, my focus has
been on developing the educational layers to engage practitioners and other visitors to
experience the depth of the website content. Those educational implementation strategies
are described in the sections of this chapter and serve to round out the triangulation of my
research.
Prior to that more extensive education discussion, I am including the groundwork
I prepared for a qualitative study on survey responses to the primary resource material
viewed on the website. A summary discussion of very preliminary findings of that
assessment is included in Chapter 5.
International Research Board (IRB) Assessment Approval
While the portal was in development, I was presented with an opportunity to
introduce the site in a very basic format to a group of 18 students at a small private
university in the Midwest. The instructor was focusing on utilizing primary resources and
media to teach about the Holocaust. Although our project was still under construction and
there was limited content to access, I decided to proceed in acquiring IRB approval to run
survey inquiries with the students at this university about the initial content. A number of
months later, an additional group of about 50 students engaged in a Holocaust unit in a
course at another Midwest institution of higher learning became available to survey.
Along with the co-PI on the project, Dr. Ari Kohen, I applied for IRB approval in the
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summer of 2021 and received approval early in the Fall semester (Appendix J). In early
2022, in order to accommodate the second group of students at a different Midwest
university, we submitted a change request and were approved to also share the survey
with the second group of students (Appendix K). Recruitment emails and reminders and
informed consent forms were developed and can be seen in Appendices L-N.
The IRB approval was to establish a qualitative research study to understand how
interaction with the materials in the portal might increase knowledge about the historical
event (the Holocaust) through primary resources of individuals who settled in Nebraska
after the Holocaust/WWII. The IRB request articulated how studies suggest there is a low
percentage of American millennials and Gen Z who are able to identify basic facts about
the Holocaust (Claims Conference, 2020).
We explained in our request that interaction with narrative sources or eyewitness
accounts can help to foster in students a deeper, more personal connection to the
experiences of genocide victims (Kohen & Steinacher, 2020). The discovery or
development of various digital humanities resources can help define the geopolitical
nature of historical acts of genocide that can increase opportunities for student activism
and action (Manfra & Stoddard, 2008). This study was meant to inform researchers not
only what students may search for when exploring the site, but how the discovery of
searchable transcripts, survivor testimony, weblogs and other digital tools can provide
space to connect to contemporary, real-world issues outside the classroom. The
evaluation was meant to guide the continuing development of the educational
components in the site in order to further the collaboration of cross-disciplinary study.
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Through digital resources this brings a new level of insight into social science research
material, in this case, primary resources of Holocaust survivors and WWII camp
liberators (Burdick et al., 2012).
Pre- and post-surveys were developed based on the Student Course Engagement
Questionnaire (SCEQ) model (Handelsman et al., 2005). The surveys also included a
number of required narrative answers in response to interaction with the portal content.
To establish these questions, I referenced guidance and design methods for developing
appropriate survey questions (Fowler & Fowler, 1992). The surveys for the small,
private, Midwest university were completed by hand (Appendix O and Appendix Q). The
larger institution requested that students take the surveys online, so a Qualtrics version of
the same survey was adapted to that software. In Appendix P, the Qualtrics presurvey
includes the informed consent. Postsurveys for the larger student group can be found in
Appendix R. Surveys were completed by a very minimal number of students in both
university settings.
Because of limited results, it was difficult to provide a true assessment of the
interaction with the portal. On the other hand, some of the students provided valuable
narrative in response to a few questions in the survey. A sample of some of the responses
can be found interspersed in Chapter 5. Further discussion about these preliminary
findings and future research will be continued in “Recommendations for Future
Research” in Chapter 5.
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Educational Proceedings
My initial goal in creating the Nebraska Stories of Humanity portal for my
dissertation was to share my knowledge of the stories disclosed to me by survivors and
veterans in order to find an alternative and meaningful way for educators to obtain and
teach Holocaust history. I did not understand the enormity and the responsibility of
creating a public vehicle. I did not comprehend that this work could be supported by
critical methodologies that are still being articulated in the scholarship of computational
technology and the developing pedagogy of digital Holocaust memory and education. I
was aware that centralizing materials for easy access was a vehicle to enhance my
practice and share with those I have mentored or encouraged as they delve deeper into
their interests in Holocaust memory. But there was no way to foresee that my intention to
simply curate a collection of artifacts could provide layers of inquiry, questions regarding
digital open access, ethical considerations, and encouragement to interact with
computational media that was not possible in the past.
One might ask what is exceptional about the accessible content of the Nebraska
Stories of Humanity portal when, essentially, we are deciphering archival documents
connected to Holocaust history and discovery that has been done for decades in brickand-mortar archives and museums. But reconsidering the philosophical reflections made
by Freire or Illich in the 1970s, new technologies and mediated culture shape identities
and the production of new knowledge (Giroux, 2000). Now, instead of going to the
materials as researchers, the content comes to us, allowing everyone the opportunity to
explore and discover on their own terms. The question is: How do we deliver these
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products most effectively in a digital platform and how does that platform enhance the
narrative?
Many Nebraska teachers have dedicated their career and focus to the work of
Holocaust and genocide studies, not only to teach this material but to study and engage
with the topic through professional development. They profoundly change the awareness
of Nebraska students about this subject matter. As a result of their professional training,
their historical knowledge and pedagogic dissemination has benefited Nebraska students
in ways we do not yet fully comprehend.
One clear example of successful former Holocaust education in the state is that of
a Nebraska Stories of Humanity stakeholder, Lily Sughroue, who, through her
organization, instigated the commission of the BLIXT production previously mentioned
in Chapter 3. “Not Too Far Distant” features WWII liberator Clarence Williams’ story
through his letters. As a high school student, Lily was deeply moved by Holocaust
coursework. She agrees that her current motivation to encourage her organization to
feature Clarence’s life in a stage production is the result of her emotional connection to
the stories of the individuals who experienced the Holocaust and shared their stories in
her classroom (Lily Sughroue, personal communication, October 17, 2022). How will
those who interact with expanded digital content of Holocaust and genocide studies apply
this knowledge later in their own lives?
R. Kahn reignites the discussion by Illich (1973, as cited in R. Kahn, 2010) that
considers how technology can “guide a reconstruction of education to serve the needs of
varied communities, to promote democracy and social justice, and to redefine learning
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and work to promote creativity, community and ecological balance between people and
the planet” (pp. 96-97). R. Kahn further contends that “internet-oriented political and
cultural projects today have an educational component through which they are
reaffirming or reconfiguring what participatory and democratic forms of planetary
citizenship will look like in the global/local future” (p. 87). Lily understands the
technological potential that the portal can contribute to those in her organization’s
membership, particularly in Nebraska rural communities and on a larger scale. The
availability of accessing information in a remote setting, rural or transnational, reinforces
the value of the site.
Nebraska State Educational Legislation
Ramping up archival-based web access to Holocaust information and countless
other disciplines is now commonplace and expected, especially following the shutdown
due to Covid-19. Moreover, introducing a digital, Nebraska-focused collection of
Holocaust survivors and WWII liberators of Nazi camps falls at an opportune time in our
state’s educational agenda. During the 2022 Nebraska Legislative sessions, two bills were
introduced that directly impact the use of this digital resource. Legislative Bill 1112, the
Computer Science and Technology Act, cosponsored by Senators Terrell McKinney of
Omaha and Julie Slama of Sterling, Nebraska, “requires each Nebraska school district to
include computer science and technology education in the instructional programming and
requires at least one five-credit high school course prior to graduation” (Unicameral
Update, 2022a). In addition to enhancing educator knowledge to teach computer sciences
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and student competence in technology skills, this bill will likely also require necessary
upgrades to technology and internet access across the state.
Additionally, Legislative Bill 888, introduced by Senator Jen Day of Omaha,
“requires the State Board of Education to adopt academic content standards for education
on the Holocaust and other acts of genocide as recognized by the U.S. Congress or the
United Nations as of January 1, 2022” (Unicameral Update, 2022b). LB 888 will
complement the multicultural education bill LB922 passed into law in 1992 (Nebraska
Multicultural Education, 1992). With the assistance of seasoned Holocaust educators in
the state, the Nebraska Department of Education will implement standards on Holocaust
and genocide studies. The Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal will be an accessible
and fundamental resource in their toolbox to comply with a wide range of disciplines,
including English Language Learning, Social Studies: History, Civics, Economics,
Geography, Political Science, World Religion, Sociology, and more.
Disrupting Established Holocaust Pedagogy with Digital Engagement
Today, with the evolution of carefully constructed and age-appropriate Holocaust
literature and curricula, there is no lack of available materials and resources for teachers
and students. Despite this, educators can be overwhelmed when delving into best
practices. Acquiring enrichment in Holocaust education during the challenging postCovid era is complex due to limited professional development contact hours. Thus,
teachers are left to search for their own resources and often depend on independent
preparation to become knowledgeable about the Holocaust and genocide studies.
Educators do not always know where to begin among the plethora of national and
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international institutions that have now provided Internet formats. Likewise, in the
classroom students have access to more materials than ever before. As our opportunities
to engage students increase, the international consented guidelines (Appendix D) (IHRA,
2019) are in flux. Even with the introduction of the local Nebraska Stories of Humanity,
there are questions about the curation of the site’s archival collection and how to use this
resource as a teaching tool. From an educational perspective, we need to consider what to
expect from students who engage with digitized content.
New conversations and research are developing at the intersections of Holocaust
memory and education in the digital age. Acknowledging limited research that focuses on
these integrating areas, Walden (2021a) addresses the need to shift how we understand
and teach about the Holocaust, particularly through digital pedagogy and computational
information. With the ability to readily view artifacts and documents that were previously
behind closed archives or in stored microfiche, there is a need to reevaluate how to
engage with the material from this time period. How do we authenticate an object if we
are viewing items through a screen and not in-person? Would a person observing Bea
Karp’s war bundle pay attention to the heart-shaped, hand-sewn pockets on the red
pinafore if the object didn’t have the possibility of being enlarged through technological
methods (Walden, 2021a)? We must also consider the complexities and more difficult
scenarios that accompanies accessible digitized imagery.
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Figures 38 & 39. Bea Karp War Bundle, Pappenheimer Family Collection.
https://nestoriesofhumanity.unl.edu/item/soh.sto001.phot.006#gallery
With the advances in documenting survivor testimony throughout the decades, it
is incumbent upon us to establish “new thinking about memory practices and the
interrelation of media and memory” (Shandler, 2017, p. 4). The USC Shoah Foundation
utilizes indexing to categorize their thousands of recorded testimonies. Digital access to
that collection allows for new ways to engage in storytelling by accessing short,
identified segments from within the full testimony. An example of this is the use of
curated clips from the USC Shoah Foundation collection of the Nebraska Holocaust
survivors and vets shown at the “Searching for Humanity” exhibit at the Strategic Air
Command & Aerospace Museum mentioned earlier. In the exhibit, the visitor can sit and
listen to segments edited from the full testimonies accessed through indexed key words
and subjects. This method of capturing subject-related segments is also used in wellestablished Holocaust curricula.
The Nebraska Stories of Humanity uses transcription for full-search options in the
collection, allowing for cross-referencing and comparison of content in testimony and
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other media or text. Walden (2021b) contends that as unique digital and computational
resources continue to develop, we will become increasingly emmeshed in an
“entanglement…of digital Holocaust memory, education and research” (p. 11) while
navigating a shift in Holocaust epistemologies. As we enhance our regional collection
with more content and digital tools, there will be opportunities to assess how this portal
contributes to the global digital impacts in the field.
Digital Humanities and Holocaust Memory
To expand this discussion, we must consider how the digital humanities assist in
experiencing Holocaust memory from different perspectives. Digital humanities tools
elevate, amplify and contextualize the content through the archival collection, database
construction, and computational capabilities of context and network. Digital humanities
methodology scholarship continues to be dynamic as technological possibilities emerge.
As the discipline defines and redefines its structural makeup in some circles, there is
focus on the “post-archival [that] seeks to retrieve the best of the archive and the digital
for new modes of practice” (McPherson, 2015, p. 501). Building a database that is unique
to the Nebraska collection poses challenges in defining our overall objective because we
are discovering that just as the field is dynamic, so is our mission. Price (2009) contends
that the “shorthand we invoke when explaining our work to others shapes how we
conceive of and also how we position digital scholarship” (p. 1). Our original intent was
to collect and include as much material as possible to highlight our stories. Accentuating
the narrative through artifacts, articles, and maps will continue to be a priority to realize
our mission. These modes of digital humanities methodologies and collection may not be
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unique, but at present, it is our way to enhance the network story of our regional
communities while simultaneously contributing to global scholarship through our
experiences in digital Holocaust memory and education. Not only is the historical crossreferencing significant within the initial five stories, but going forward, considerations of
new applications of digital humanities tools can offer undiscovered interaction with our
materials.
In a recent email exchange with a relative living across the country to whom I
sent the link, she replied:
…thank you for sending me the link. I want to spend more time with it. But even
a first glance gave me a start: One of my high school friends was Barbara Udes,
Maurice’s daughter. I never knew the back story—was just vaguely aware that her
father was Jewish. What I do remember is that an elderly woman lived with
them—my impression was that she was Barbara’s grandmother. One time I had a
sleep over with Barbara and volunteered to make French toast in the morning.
Was shocked that the pan was full of grease, so I thoughtfully washed it before
cooking. Later, of course, I realized that the pan had been deliberately seasoned
and kept that way—so heaven only knows how the grandmother (?) reacted.... (B.
Gullickson, personal communication, October 3, 2022)
Here is a random connection of one person to another that would not have happened
without access to the Nebraska Stories of Humanity and its aggregated data. Akin to
descriptions of the USC Shoah Foundation collection, “spatial character of memory … is
simultaneously private and global” (Shandler, 2017, p. 170). Centering the narratives
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gives dimension to the history and these nuances become the structures within an
architecture of memory (Shandler, 2017).
Integrating Digital Holocaust Pedagogy through Inquiry and Narrative
Translational Research Opportunities with Practitioners
At this juncture of our work and research, with a possible shift in Holocaust
memory education and digital technologies, it is critical to integrate the portal in settings
of all appropriate learning levels. We recognize that significant future work will be
needed to implement the next set of individual stories and evaluate how visitors and
teachers use the portal.
We foresee the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal as a recommended
Nebraska resource with the establishment of best practices that will accommodate the
Holocaust and genocide studies mandate and standards connections within the state.
Following the launch of the physical site, we are proceeding to the formal phase of
educational development. Grants from our project are supporting a teacher workgroup
cohort who will create educational guidelines and lessons based on the accessible
materials of the site. Through this workgroup’s outcomes and future assessment of those
lessons, the site can be utilized as translational research to provide “a bridge between
researchers and practitioners” (Burden et al., 2013, p. 460).
Translational research, commonly connected to medical and business research, is
now a key vehicle for educators to connect to research and apply outcomes in the
classroom (Mitchell, 2016). “The aim is to translate research findings into evidencebased practice and to foster engagement and conversation between researchers and
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practitioners” (p. 3). We are taking notice of this by encouraging our educator workgroup
to provide feedback as they interact with the website content and, in the future, by using
their frameworks in practice for research purposes. As our project develops further, we
will revisit the outcomes of the university-level surveys already completed and will
implement additional assessment tools regarding the practical use in the classroom
through IRB approval.
Workgroup
Throughout the development of this project, I have been in conversation with
educators at the middle and high school levels, as well as scholars and instructors from
higher education. Workgroups are being identified for both. Before formulating the first
workgroup that is focusing primarily on secondary and high school students, I consulted
with a colleague, Katrina Gotschall, who had been in the classroom for many years
teaching English Language Arts, Social Studies, and Instructional Technology. She is a
skilled Holocaust educator having received training at various recognized national
programs and now works as a Professional Development Coordinator in a regional state
educational service unit that works closely with the Nebraska Department of Education.
In our initial discussions, Katrina expressed her enthusiasm for the potential
implementation of the portal in Nebraska schools. She sees this resource providing
evidence-based methodologies and content to Nebraska students of various levels and
disciplines. From her perspectives of both literature and social studies, the portal
provides:
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…layers of knowledge to excavate. There is room to deconstruct the layers of the
featured individuals’ stories while being able to humanize the resource. Using a
multimodal approach, the visitor can look at the artifacts individually but also
from a broader perspective. Students can mindfully investigate something
specific. (K. Gotschall, personal communication, March 23, 2022 and July 7,
2022)
Having been acquainted with one of the featured survivors in the portal who has since
passed away, she feels that interaction with the collection will empower both teachers and
students in Holocaust memory and knowledge.
In an effort to solidify some of the guiding concepts to apply to the web portal,
Katrina and I presented a poster at the Nebraska Educational Technology Association
(NETA) Spring 2022 conference. Reviewing the Nebraska Social Studies Standards
(Nebraska Department of Education, 2019) on their webpage under the Nebraska
Department of Education umbrella, Katrina confirmed that the Nebraska Stories of
Humanity portal can be a suitable tool to comply with the newly published standards. A
list of some of the standard alignments can be found in Appendix E. Along with the
standards updates, the department has made a shift to requesting that educators teach
from the C3 Framework and Inquiry-Based Learning for Social Studies State Standards
(Swan et al., 2013). Note the graphic for the C3 framework in Appendix F. Further, as
also noted on the Nebraska Social Studies Standards web page, Social and Emotional
Learning (SEL) is now implemented using the CASEL framework (2020) that can be
helpful for educators interacting with challenging materials from Holocaust and genocide
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lessons. The CASEL model, seen in Appendix G, provides competencies for a “systemic
approach…to cultivate a caring, participatory, and equitable learning environment and
evidence-based practices that actively involve all students in their social, emotional and
academic growth” (Nebraska Department of Education, n.d.). For the NETA conference,
we developed an extension graphic using concepts from the Nebraska Stories of
Humanity web portal in the SEL design as seen in Appendix H.
The CASEL framework creates an evidence-based foundation for embedding SEL
in school communities. At the intersection of Holocaust Memory and SEL, there is a
space in which to facilitate evidence-based strategies that allow students to explore,
analyze, and reflect on the narratives and material culture of the Holocaust through the
lens of the CASEL competencies. The intersection of Holocaust Memory, Inquiry, and
SEL competency provides an opportunity for students to build content knowledge and
inquiry skills while also humanizing history and strengthening their emotional
intelligence. The Nebraska Stories of Humanity portal centers the human story of the
Holocaust and provokes users to ask questions, analyze evidence, discuss learning, and
reflect not only on what they learned but how that learning impacts their understanding of
human behavior, democracy, and themselves.
Keeping these concepts in mind as well as other alignments for Nebraska English
Language Arts that are grounded in reading comprehension, we gathered a workgroup of
six Social Studies and English Language Arts Nebraska educators. The main objectives
for the group are to become familiar with the content of the site and assist in developing
lessons using the C3 Inquiry-based lessons platform which includes critical thinking and
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social emotional learning considerations. The workgroup will integrate inquiries that
leverage the portal’s digital primary resources that will elevate the narratives.
One of the educators in the group, Heidi Reinhart, has developed a draft lesson
using the C3 Teachers Inquiry model which can be viewed in Appendix I. Heidi trained in
a Holocaust education program for Catholic educators called Bearing Witness (Bearing
WitnessTM, n.d.) that I ran for Omaha’s Institute for Holocaust Education a number of
years ago. She has developed and taught an elective Holocaust semester course at an
Omaha Catholic girls’ school.
Heidi has recently implemented the lesson in her class in order to obtain input
from her students, reflective of Stephen Haynes’ philosophies that teachers are also
learners (Totten et al., 2004). The example lesson rubric shows how the overarching
“compelling question” (terminology according to the C3 Teaching model) of why Jews
did not leave Europe when circumstances put them in danger aligns with Nebraska state
social studies standards dealing with the question. It further looks at the challenges and
restrictions of immigration at that time and what happened to those who were unable to
depart. The lesson also delves into the topic by breaking down the inquiry through
supporting questions that guide the students to think about more detailed circumstances
that occurred during the war. Heidi has provided links that take students directly to maps,
primary resources, and articles from the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal. She
has also provided links to known educational institutions to support other significant and
related historical accounts. Finally, the lesson asks students to relate the situations found
in the letters in the web portal to immigration and refugee experiences of today.
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The workgroup will revise this lesson to also include multidirectional memory
(Rothberg, 2009) connections by looking at Nebraska’s role in refugee resettlement and
the different groups who have recently settled in the state. This extension would provide
possibilities for students to learn more about fellow students who may have experienced
immigration to Nebraska and allow them to identify civic roles they can take to help
individuals begin a new life in our communities.
Conclusion
This phase of working to develop the educational resources for the Nebraska
Stories of Humanity portal will take time, especially as we plan for further assessment
using qualitative research studies. Including the input of experienced educators and
instructors of Holocaust studies courses in our research and evaluation will enhance how
we apply this work in the field and guide the next phase of the portal development. In the
following chapter, I will provide some outcomes at the end of this phase of the portal
development and speak about implications for the future.
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Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusion
Introduction
The Nebraska Stories of Humanity project aims to unite disparate materials from
outside institutions, families, and local resources to establish a unique educational
resource in Nebraska for the preservation of Holocaust survivor and liberator stories. The
project is fluid and continues to expand. This chapter reviews the conceptual strategies of
the project by answering the research questions of how critical theories can enhance
Holocaust memory and narrative, and how the repository can contribute to student,
educator, and researchers’ understanding of the survivors’ and liberators’ legacies. I will
discuss knowledge gained from this experience and how the process of developing this
portal offers new contributions to digital Holocaust memory and education.
Alternative Dissertation
In the process of my doctoral work, the development of the Nebraska Stories of
Humanity web portal became my focus as I was able to triangulate knowledge gathered
from my studies into a translational educational application specific to Nebraska
Holocaust memory. As a result of establishing the portal, my dissertation became topicbased, supported by subtopics that influence the project (Anderson et al., 2022) and its
educational value.
The Tenants of Critical Theory in Memory Preservation
In my dissertation study, I contend that embracing the tenants of critical theories
by centering storytelling and enhancing narrative through primary resources serve to
acknowledging historic racism (Jupp et al., 2018) as it relates to Holocaust memory and
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education. A reflection of numerous critical theories were discussed in my literature
review in Chapter 2, as well as a preliminary discussion of a newly introduced theory
called HebCrit (Rubin, 2021). While there is still more scholarship to be developed
regarding this theory, in my opinion Rubin deals with the important notion that
antisemitism should be better represented in multicultural education. This discussion will
certainly be relevant to the Nebraska requirement to teach the Holocaust within the
multicultural umbrella.
To help the portal visitor better relate to the individual stories, personal artifacts
illuminate how antisemitic actions slowly obstructed the freedoms and rights of Jewish
people (and other marginalized groups such as the Sinti/Roma) living in Nazi-occupied
European countries that ultimately led to their destruction. This can be seen for example
within Bea Karp’s collection of communications between her parents and relatives that
express anguish over not receiving assistance to allow the family to exit Europe before
they were deported to French detention camps and during their incarceration there. (See
Flora Gottlieb letter and Affidavit rejection.)
In the preliminary surveys collected from undergraduates on interactions with the
predesigned website, one student commented, “They were very personal and emotional
stories and I think that makes these facts and the story of the Holocaust (hit) home for a
lot more people. Without that personal feeling, it’s so hard to wrap your mind around the
thought of something so horrible” (in answer to Question #5 in Appendix R). The raw
exposure to the challenges experienced by families as seen through their written
correspondence not only accentuates the helplessness of not being able to act at the time,
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but also embodies the family’s desperate attempt at networking with extended family. In
LatCrit, the concept of weaving cultural knowledge through shared family stories
(Gonzalez, 2001) provides a framework for revealing the power and support of family.
Likewise, the concept of utilizing personal narrative as a foundation rooted in
critical theories helps to empower people to challenge power structures (Merriam &
Tisdell, 2015). I included discussion about multidirectional memory (Rothberg, 2009) in
Chapter 2 to build upon site frameworks so that all visitors viewing the website would be
able to consider how their own cultural relationships might have meaning when learning
about the individuals in the site. In the future this concept will have more developed
contributions established by the educator workgroup.
When asked in the survey about experiences utilizing this resource compared to
expectations, one student commented, “I think it is great! I loved the Nebraska
connections as a Nebraska Native” (in answer to Question #7 in Appendix R). In
response to such comments, and in recognition of cross-cultural messaging, we hope the
site will inspire visitors to continue to tear down the “race line” (Rothberg, 2001) as
offered by W. E. B. Du Bois on his 1949 visit to Warsaw. Embracing the storytelling and
narrative frameworks of critical theories in our resource exposes many layers of
interconnectedness that has the potential for visitors to reexamine their values and belief
systems. Hopefully, such self-reflection will yield to acts of justice and a sense of global
citizenship.
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Digital Meets Holocaust Memory
Bearing witness through our digital resource increases awareness of historic
tragedy. As expressed in video Chapter 3, discovery of searchable transcripts, weblogs, or
other digital humanities resources, including annotated interactive maps, encourages
inquiry into the geopolitical nature of historical acts of genocide. In the surveys, one
student responded, “I found each story meaningful and especially the map. I just thought
the map covered so many meaningful details about each person’s life” (in answer to
Question #5 in Appendix Q). As previously mentioned, Burdick et al. (2012) noted that
the digital humanities provide the space to formulate cross-disciplinary study.
Further, we anticipate new regulations for APIs to enrich our archive when we
can receive and share materials with international collections. Also, as explained in
Chapter 3, following exacting international metadata standards for TEI encoding and
other universally accepted computation will keep our site up to required standards.
Digital Humanities provides research tools allowing for a multitude of options to explore
memory and Holocaust history. These tools will continue to advance and define the way
we encounter data or artifacts. The artifacts “become objects of humanistic scholarship
due to their vibrant presence in history or literature” (Gardiner & Musto, 2015, p. 44).
Educational Measures and Gains
Higher Education
The Nebraska Stories of Humanity educational portal is an application created to
target a number of specific audiences beyond the local or transnational visitor. In higher
education, instructors and professors feel that interaction with narrative sources helps
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foster in students a deeper and more personal connection to genocide victims (Kohen &
Steinacher, 2020). When I was invited to a Holocaust studies class to use the portal to
discuss immigration and refugee limitations during and following the war, students were
surprised to see how much information could be excavated in the site just across the five
available stories.

Figure 40. “Refugee” search – 16 results

Figure 41. “Immigration” search – 18 results

They were likewise surprised to learn of the reported local arrivals of refugees into
Nebraska communities, as can be viewed in the November 18, 1949 Jewish Press article,
“DPs Arriving at One a Day Rate.”
Because the vast number of murdered victims is hard to grasp and because of the
emotionally charged historical material, instructors are often looking for a vehicle to
provide a more personal experience for their students, but live testimonials are now very
limited. On one of the survey responses regarding information on the site, a student
stated, “It made it feel much more realistic or should I say ‘human to human’ instead of it
being statistics” (in response to Question #13 in Appendix R).
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Secondary and High School Education
As reported in Chapter 4, the Nebraska Stories of Humanity resource soon will
have established educational pedagogy and lessons posted on the site. These lessons will
comply with Nebraska State standards for Social Studies (Nebraska Department of
Education, 2019) and English Language Arts (Nebraska Department of Education, 2021).
The participating practitioners in the workgroup are using C3 Teacher Inquiry-based
rubrics (Swan et al., 2013) that are complemented by the CASEL (2020) methodologies
for Social Emotional Learning.
When asked about her participation in this group, Heidi Reinhart, whose draft
lesson is presented in Chapter 4 commented, “I am loving being a part of this! There’s
nothing like talking to a bunch of educators to get the brain working and create some
excitement about the work we do!” (R. Reinhart, personal communication, October 25,
2022). As discussed in Chapter 2, in the section titled “The Evolution of Holocaust
Educational Materials,” the nature of teaching about the Holocaust has been a dynamic
evolution. Bringing new pedagogies or tools to provide content such as our portal,
particularly with a local focus, can energize seasoned educators and provide grounded
materials for those who are newer to teaching the subject. Assessments of the lessons and
their implementation, practitioners’ perspectives of the lessons, and student interaction
are objectives included in the long-term plan for the Nebraska Stories of Humanity future.
The Transnational or Distant Visitor
The Nebraska Stories of Humanity resource presents an opportunity to centralize
the stories of those individuals who settled in or hailed from Nebraska and are connected
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to Holocaust history in some way. As with countless other informational websites,
location does not limit the visitor from searching for sites around the world. For our
regional/local resource we provide scaffolded opportunities. One, to allow students and
visitors throughout the state to become a witness (Wiesel, 2002) to Nebraska state stories
and connect to individuals who may have been their neighbors. We have strategically
chosen stories that span the state, including Irving Shapiro and his wife, Claudia, who
were the only Holocaust survivors to settle in a small community located in Western
Nebraska. Secondly, to encourage national and transnational visitors to learn about the
survivors’ and liberators’ stories and contributions to this state. For example, Maurice
Udes and his wife made a significant contribution to the Jewish community of Omaha to
help resettle Jewish Russian Immigrants. The Jewish Press article from January, 1990
shows how Maury’s experience of losing an aunt during WWII spurred action for helping
others in his adult life.
Additionally, the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal creates a new site of
education and memory, albeit virtually, that contributes to the growing number of digital
spaces of memory. Rothstein et al. (2021) discusses memory sites that cannot be visited.
“The key aspects of digital memory cultures such as various dimensions of transfer,
transgenerational dialogue, cultural experience and commemorations” (p. 101) are
changing the landscape of how we intellectualize the history and education of the
Holocaust. Nebraska survivors came from somewhere, connecting them to countless
places and spaces in the world. This grows our village and provides a wider expanse for
us to share our influence and practice.
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Unexpected Outcomes of the Nebraska Stories of Humanity Web Resource
There are a number of unexpected outcomes as a result of the web portal
development. Firstly, I did not anticipate that the portal’s relevance would coincide with
a time when legislation was being written to include Holocaust and genocide studies as a
state teaching mandate. Despite the almost 25 years that I have been devoted to
Holocaust education in Nebraska, the concept of an educational portal did not come to
fruition until after I began my coursework. I had expected to engage in research focusing
on the cadre of educators I have worked with throughout the years who have devoted
their careers to teaching Holocaust studies and memory. Instead, based on their
experience and expertise, I have the opportunity to include them on furthering the
development of digital Holocaust memory and education. As a bonus, through work in
the portal, I will have the chance to assess how the web resource affects their lives and
the lives of their students.
Next, because I have been removed from classroom teaching for some time, I did
not expect the powerful alignment of the portal with the C3 Teaching Inquiry-based
frameworks and the level of critical thinking that instruction model would provide for our
digital collection. The inquiries allow for the exploration of the diversity of the archive
and provide an ordered direction to construct layers of knowledge through problem
solving, encouraging participatory skills, analysis, and inquiry. Further, this teaching
model integrates SEL opportunities that permits students and educators to connect and
express challenging emotions that accompany the history of the Holocaust and the
personal experiences of the survivors and liberators.
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Third, this locally focused web source changed its trajectory after I accepted an
invitation to the “Connected Histories: Memories and Narratives of The Holocaust in
Digital Space” in Vienna in May 2022, sponsored by the European Holocaust Research
Infrastructure (EHRI) and in partner with the Vienna Wiesenthal Institute for Holocaust
Studies and the Department of Contemporary History at the University of Innsbruck.
Having the opportunity to network with experts from some of the large European archival
institutions of Holocaust documentation and listening to other digital projects gave me a
new perspective on the field of digital Holocaust memory.
Most importantly, in that arena, our web portal is not viewed as a small,
developing project, but rather as part of an ongoing movement that is redefining how
Holocaust memory education will be assessed going forward. Victoria Grace Walden,
participant at the conference and prolific researcher, has written about the lack of
scholarship dedicated to digital pedagogy and the Holocaust. She is including our site in
her study of digital Holocaust education as an example of changing the paradigm and
contributing new epistemologies to well-established guidelines in teaching about the
Holocaust. This also gives pause to consider how we will establish our own assessments.
The conference will also be publishing a volume of conference papers in which the
Nebraska Stories of Humanity portal will be included.
Finally, there was a surprising influence that the archival materials made on my
UCARE student interns. The more they worked with the documents, the more attached
they became to the individuals they researched and items they transcribed. I think we
asked a lot of their time to learn various new computational skills and to be familiar with
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Holocaust history. Yet, they took on more work, expressed their attachments to the
collection and the families. Their commitment and growth of knowledge is evident in the
testimony of the interns from video Chapter 3.
Implications
Implications of this study include completing this first phase of the digital product
feeling confident that we have a path to sound instruction for Nebraska and all students at
the secondary and high school level. In addition, I have begun to build a higher education
workgroup that will create and implement research guidelines for university students
based on their needs in the classroom.
From a theoretical standpoint, I have been able to define how to employ the
frameworks of storytelling and enhance narrative through the tenants of some critical
theories. I hope to further explore HebCrit to assess where this new theory is developing
and how it might be relevant to our work.
A third implication looks at the work we are doing to triangulate critical theories,
digital Holocaust memory and education. Our future assessments will help us see a
broader perspective in the shift in teaching and learning as the educational foundations
are solidified. Gathering our empirical research and participating in a wider study in this
effort will give new meaning to the intent of the portal and its potential.
Recommendations for Future Research
There are numerous research assessments that should be put into place to monitor
the many facets of the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal. “Participatory and
community engaged research methodologies by scholars of place and memory can pose
new questions about memory” (Shea, 2019, p. 169) as we learn more in depth about the
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possibilities of the website. In the coming months the advisory team will reevaluate how
to plan and administer a qualitative assessment on the project, particularly as long as the
IRB remains active. The research might consider how to “make sense of, or interpret,
phenomenon [within the portal] in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (Denzin
& Lincoln, 2011, p. 3). We will reevaluate the goals and outcomes of what we want to
learn from interactions, teaching, and learning with the portal. Future assessments also
will consider the tenants of critical theories as applied to components of storytelling and
enhanced narratives. Assumptions might be made that using these theories provides new
ways of seeing and responding on many levels to difficult and successful stories of
survival.
Additionally, Dr. Ari Kohen, Dr. Gerald Steinacher, and I will discuss
opportunities to utilize the portal as a component of a larger research project on
Holocaust studies and memory that they have established over the years. It will be critical
to an understanding of how the site functions as a research resource for Nebraska,
Holocaust studies, and other types of research at the university level.
Finally, as mentioned previously, we will want to participate in broader
transnational research. This is an integration of thinking globally and acting locally
(Mayhew, 2015, as cited in Rothstein et al., 2021) to understand how our Nebraska
project provides ‘glocal’ digital access to (their) unique histories and structure…” (p.
104) in hopes of making a contribution to the shift in Holocaust memory and education.
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study
One of the greatest strengths of this project is the interdepartmental participation
in developing and sustaining the work. The project involves individuals from Education,
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Political Science, Digital Humanities, and History. The mode of delivery of the content is
a completely unique project in our state that establishes new opportunities to research and
commemorate Nebraska Holocaust memory. It has been recognized by several local
grantors and engages many stakeholders from Nebraska community organizations that
have the ability to share information about the portal with their wide membership.
On the other hand, we have not yet fully publicized the project. Although,
according to our Google Analytics, since the April 2022 launch through the end of
October, there have been over 28,000 individual events on the portal reaching 18
countries and 200 cities. Still, there is much more potential to reach people with our
product. We will advance ways of increasing engagement with the portal along with our
community partners and educational endeavors.
A strength of using this digital tool is that it provides opportunities to engage in
the history from a macro perspective, while zeroing in on the personalization and micro
observations of individual stories. Computational potential will increase as the portal
content expands. The portal allows the visitor to find alternative paths to get to the
narrative and tell the Holocaust story.
I have stated a number of times both in Chapters 3 and 4, as well as in this
chapter, that timing for the production of this web resource falls at a significant moment
in Nebraska educational requirements. The strength of our project is that it is multifaceted
for educational purposes in technology, history, English language arts, and a plethora of
other disciplines. We hope that the educational value and structure of the project can
serve as a model for other communities or groups.
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We recognize that in our efforts to assess the content of the primary resource
materials in the portal, we were premature in trying to implement a full qualitative
research study. Despite that timing, we can still derive some important insights from
students and their initial interaction with the site.
Conclusion
Although stated in this dissertation previously, it has been an unexpected turn in
my life’s work to be a guardian and custodian of Nebraska Holocaust memory. This is a
heavy lift, a serious task, and an honor. We have only scratched the surface of
understanding the potential impact of the Nebraska Stories of Humanity: Holocaust
Survivors & WWII Veterans Network Portal & Educational Website. Its collection of
treasured materials tells a difficult history while also being a celebration of resiliency of
human beings who have survived tragedies. My hope is that those who visit this special
site will have the opportunity to learn a story, enlarge upon the details with knowledge
from its many artifacts, and share that story broadly. One of the powerful responses from
the student surveys was that “Hearing the personal stories was touching because you
realize how similar you are to these people” (in response to Question #5, Appendix Q).
To conclude, I refer back to Chapter 2 where I mention my own struggle in
reconciling how Holocaust educational materials are absorbed and ultimately internalized
by the learner. Perhaps the contribution and further analysis of how we learn from digital
Holocaust memory through narrative will provide such a reconciliation. The study of
Holocaust memory teaches that one must not only understand the enormity of escalated
hate and intolerance, but one must also know oneself to learn to tell the story.
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Be yourself and seek your own path.
Know yourself before you attempt to get to know children.
Become aware of what you yourself are capable of
Before you attempt to outline the rights and responsibilities of children.
First and foremost you must realize that you too are a child,
Whom you must first get to know, to bring up and to educate.
—Janusz Korczak, A Voice for the Child (Joseph, 1999, p. 1)
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Appendix B
CDRH 2020 Project Charter

Nebraska Stories of Humanity Project Charter
January 2020
Project Description:
Please describe the project, in about 2-4 paragraphs. Include the reasoning behind the project, what kind of data
will exist, and how it might connect to any existing materials.

Our project intends to centralize access to the history of the Nebraska Holocaust survivors and
WWII liberators of Nazi camps in a collection of searchable stories in aggregate. Countless
survivors who settled in Omaha, Lincoln, Gering, O’Neill, Grand Island, and Albion, left legacies
to be shared with fellow Nebraskans and the nation.
The project intends to establish a dynamic platform that can expand and become a model for
collecting stories in a digital format. The portal technology will include a broad spectrum of
information for each individual searched through different pathways and resources. This
includes a digital archive with metadata providing access to artifacts and personal heirlooms
from the survivor/veteran families. The project will incorporate API technologies to unify
disparate historical resources from search engines in order to populate testimonies,
geographical and primary historical resources, documentation and photos of highlighted
individuals from sites such as the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, the USC Shoah
Foundation Visual History collection, and Nebraska Newspapers. Some GIS mapping will be
included to identify the historical path of a survivor or veteran’s journey. Finally, the site will
include a tool leading to educational inquiry of this data.
Project features:
List the project’s features in as much detail as you can. For instance, you might list a map, a time slider, and a
location limiter. It would be very helpful if you split features into "must haves" and "nice to haves" if any lend
themselves to such categorization.

Must haves:
Highlights on 5 people
-

List of people, with items we know of for each person

Searchable Digital Archive
-

list of items we have on hand
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Research tools and API tools
-

snac cooperative (API)

-

dp.la (API)

-

europeana (API)

-

yivo.org

-

shoah foundation (usc)

-

Ushmm

-

Yad Vashem

-

EHRI-project.eu

GIS development
We will need to discuss this further.
(Academic/Educational features)

People:
List any people on the project outside of center staff, both people who are with the project now and who might
work with you in the future (i.e. not yet hired students...)

Project Committee Members
Institute for Holocaust Education:
Scott Littky, IHE Exec. Director; Kael Sagheer, IHE Education Coordinator; Donna Walter, former
IHE Education Coordinator; Gloria Kaslow, Chair, IHE, Marti Rosen-Atherton, Community
member
Nebraska Jewish Historical Society:
Renee Corcoran, Executive Director; Bob Belgrade NJHS Chair
UNL
Harris Center for Jewish Studies: Jean Cahan, Executive Director, Dr. Ari Kohen (Project Co-PI),
Dr. Gerald Steinacher
Teacher Learning and Teacher Education: Dr. Justin Olmanson
Student workers to collect metadata and scan materials
Student technicians to incorporate API technologies and GIS mapping
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History Nebraska: Sharon Kennedy, Curator of Education; Shelbie Johnson, Education Associate
Nebraska Department of Education: Harris Payne, Social Studies, Sonya Stejskal, Social Studies
Committee

Timelines:
List any due dates, including the end of grants, conferences, etc. We'll generally try to schedule things way in
advance of the end of a grant, but it's nice to know how much time we have to work with.

March 15, 2020 - Requesting $8-10,000 Grant from the Cooper Foundation for one year
May - June, 2020 - Funding promised from the Harris Center for $1800 for student workers
(approximately 6 weeks work to collect metadata)
Spring 2020 - Requesting $8-10,000 Grant from Goldstein Donor-Advised fund (Omaha) for one
year
Maintenance and Retirement
We aim to support sites in perpetuity, though we cannot guarantee 100% fidelity of future versions due to
changing technologies. After a number of years, some sites may be maintained in data form only. If you have
special maintenance needs, such as grant specifications, please let us know below.

The data from this project will be kept indefinitely through data downloads and deposits in
repositories. Throughout the project, data will be organized and documented in such a way that
it can be deposited and shared.
Project website will be subject to archiving policies:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/180jeXNv3GW12kheWu5RknoAERkZ9A20gEILK0tGHTA/edit#

Project info

Final site URL: (fill in if you already have a URL in mind)
Test site URL: (to be filled in later)
Github URL: (to be filled in later)
Any additional info: (e.g. databases, solr instances, etc)
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Appendix C
CDRH 2021 Project Charter

2021 NE Stories of Humanity Project Charter
1. Charter Authors. Andy Pederson, Beth Dotan, Karin Dalziel, Laura Weakly.

2. Charter Accepted By.
Andy Jewell, 11/9/2021
Ari Kohen, 11/2/2021
Andy Pederson, 11/2/2021
Laura Weakly, 11/2/2021
Beth Dotan, 11/3/2021

3. Project Acceptance Date. Early 2020.
4. Charter Acceptance Date. 2021-11-09
5. Charter Last Revised.
6. Project Team. List the names and roles of everyone involved in this project, including
PIs, CDRH staff, collaborators, students, or any other team members.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Beth Dotan
Ari Kohen
Carrie Heitman
Laura Weakly
Karin Dalziel
Designer
6. Greg Tunink
7. Sarita Garcia
8. Andy Pederson

–
–
–
–
–

Principal Investigator
Principal Investigator
Consultant
CDRH Metadata Encoding Specialist
CDRH Digital Development Manager &

–
–
–

CDRH Programmer/Analyst II
CDRH Junior Developer
CDRH Project Specialist

Students:
9. Ethan Tylski

–

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

–
-

Summer Intern June 2020 – Aug. 2020;
UCARE Student Aug. 2020 – May 2021
Summer Intern 2020
Summer Intern 2020
UCARE Student AY 2020-2021, 2021-2022
UCARE Student Summer 2021
Work/Study Intern AY 2021-2022
Summer and Fall 2021 Intern

Amy Peterson
Karmen Browitt
Aila Ganic
Lorenzo Catalano
Keneisha Deans
Katrina Bergantzel
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7. Project Description. Please describe the project and its significance. What are the
humanities research questions or research objectives this project will address? What
kind of data will be produced by this project? Please include information about source
materials (what types of items / how much / rights issues, if any).
Our project intends to centralize access to the history of the Nebraska Holocaust
survivors and WWII liberators of Nazi camps in a collection of searchable stories in
aggregate. Countless survivors who settled in Omaha, Lincoln, Gering, O’Neill, Grand
Island, and Albion, left legacies to be shared with fellow Nebraskans and the nation.
The project intends to establish a dynamic platform that can expand and become a model
for collecting stories in a digital format. The portal technology will include a broad
spectrum of information for each individual searched through different pathways and
resources. This includes a digital archive with metadata providing access to artifacts and
personal heirlooms from the survivor/veteran families. The project will incorporate API
technologies to unify disparate historical resources from search engines in order to
populate testimonies, geographical and primary historical resources, documentation and
photos of highlighted individuals from sites such as the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum, the USC Shoah Foundation Visual History collection, and Nebraska
Newspapers. Some GIS mapping will be included to identify the historical path of a
survivor or veteran’s journey. Finally, the site will include a tool leading to educational
inquiry of this data.

8. Scope. Give a statement of scope. Detail the work to be done. List who will do the work
and their time commitments. What is the outcome of the work? What is out-of-scope?

Work To Be Done

Time Committed by
Project Team and
Collaborators

Outcome

Visualizations
Map 1: Bea’s map, largely
done, needs accessibility fixes

Scope

Map 2: Clarence’s map: can
map his correspondence.
Mapping where sent from in
date order. Possibly automated?
Possibly timeline?
Map 3: Irving’s Journey as
researched by Beth.

Beth, Dev Team (Sarita
Three completed
to attend Robert Shepherd
maps incorporated
map meeting?)
into associated
stories.
2-4 weeks, 2 people
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Metadata
Archive items including textual
materials in TEI, photos in
CSV.
Some cleanup and research
needed to regularize people;
photos that need
contextualization.

Laura, Beth

Items have
completed
metadata and
contextualization.
Topics added to
Browse By page as
sort option.

Adding Topics to Browse By
page.
Five Stories/People
Have introductory paragraphs,
have intro to map for Bea. Bea
and Irving have a book,
Clarence and Hanna do not.
For launch: curating selected
items to feature

Beth, Ari, Laura

Five completed
stories with final
text.

Beth, Ari

Completed
contextual essays
that explain the
origin of the
project, the
editorial policy,
and an About page.

Final text about each person,
whether single paragraph or
longer.
Contextual Essays
Essay that details the history of
the site/project’s origin.
Essay that details interesting
features and relevant
background information about
the site’s content for users.
An Editorial Policy.

Document finish
Designing document views,
XSLT, CSS.

Karin, Beth, Laura, Aila
(to consult on German &
French materials)

German & French materials.

2 weeks, Karin

XSLT & CSS for
document views
completed.
German & French
materials will need
additional display
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to account for
translation and
annotations.
Design
Style board.
Collecting images to showcase
on the site.
Fonts/Color will be selected
earlier.

Karin, Beth
2 weeks, Karin

Style decisions
made and
implemented.
Images for site
selected.

We will explore hiring artist for
launch design.
Karin, Beth, Dev Team
API
API for back-end materials will
exist as part of CDRH
publishing structure

Out-ofScope

Unknown, too many
variables (API’s not yet
identified, nor what
content is to be added)

Content API
integrated into site.

New collections/families (other than 5 promised in grant).
Volunteer corps collection.

9. Deliverables. List the project’s deliverables.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Built archive for survivor/veteran artifact metadata.
Highlights on 5 people.
API. (initial: provide content API, later: find ways to integrate into other API’s)
Story maps.
Searchable digital archive.
Publicly accessible website.

10. Schedule. Propose a projected schedule. Consider breaking the project down into phases
with anticipated start dates and end dates.
I.

Completed Prior to Charter Period – January 2020–September 2021
a. Project accepted by Projects Committee in early 2020.
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II.

III.

b. First project charter completed in January 2020.
c. Initial site prototype developed.
i. Created repository for survivor/veteran artifact metadata.
ii. Data for 600+ items ingested into site.
iii. Bea Karp’s map added to site.
Planning – September 2021–December 2021
a. New project charter created in September 2021.
b. Beth attended QGIS & Leaflet workshop with Rob Shepherd.
c. Project integrated into CDRH planning documentation and dev team
timeline.
Execution – September 2021–April 30, 2022
a. Data Phase – Spring 2020–Summer 2022
i. Aila Ganic working on German & French materials.
ii. Laura Weakly working on metadata cleanup and production.
iii. Add Topic as a method to browse materials.
iv. Scholarly apparatus under way.
1. Stories are being developed.
2. Beth to produce contextual essays, editorial policy, about
page.
b. Site Phase – January 2022–April 2022
i. Site Phase Planning Meeting.
1. Review what has already been completed.
2. Discuss website design.
3. Create initial schedule for site development.
ii. Maps
1. Design map page.
2. Bea’s Map
a. Finish improvements.
3. Clarence’s Map
a. Figure out how to populate from site metadata
b. Goal: Have something ready by February for Beth’s
presentation.
4. Irving’s Map
a. Use template designed for Bea’s map.
iii. Design work.
1. Make decisions about fonts, colors.
2. Incorporate style decisions into site.
3. Add images selected by Beth.
4. If artist is hired, work with artist to implement design. All
artist materials will be delivered by February 1.
iv. Document finish.
1. Review page and style as needed.
2. Note pages that require special attention.
v. Implement Beth’s writing, maps/visualizations, and selected photos.
vi. Content API integrated into site.
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c. Prelaunch Phase – Final Content by March 1, 2022.
i. Testing.
ii. Ongoing quality review
iii. Finish ingesting data.
iv. Freeze materials.
v. Meet before preliminary launch.
1. Determine if April 1, 2022 is still the appropriate date for
preliminary launch.
d. Beta-Launch Phase – April 1, 2022 Soft Launch
i. Preliminary launch.
ii. Share site with stakeholders.
iii. Fix bugs as they are identified.
iv. Plan for press, promotion, and launch party.
v. Final quality review.
e. Launch Phase – April 30, 2022 Launch
i. Post site to CDRH Digital Scholarship page.
ii. Promote site on social media.
iii. Launch Party
f. Grant Promised Launch Date – September 30, 2022
Closure – Summer 2022
a. Analyze project performance, team performance, and time spent.
b. Account for used and unused budget.
c. Plan for following phase of project.
i. New collections, families.
ii. Volunteer core collection.

IV.

11. Deadlines. Identify any hard deadline and their dates (presentations, conferences,
coursework, grants, etc.).







October 8, 2021: Beth Dotan giving presentation at NE Wesleyan – Lincoln for
opening event of USHMM Americans and the Holocaust exhibit
o NE Wesleyan students will be working with site materials after this
presentation
October 14, 2021: Beth Dotan and Laura Weakly to present at virtual conference
Examining American Responses of the Holocaust: Digital Possibilities
February, 2022: Beth Dotan will present at a History Nebraska event
o Would be nice to have a visualization of Clarence’s map even if not 100%
complete
September 30, 2022: Grant Promised Launch Date.

12. Communication. How often will meetings be held? How will the project team
communicate with each other? Please identify all communication platforms.
-

Development/advisory committee (CDRH techs, Dr. Ari Kohen, Dr. Carrie Heitman
and Beth Dotan) have been meeting (at first in person, since March 2020 through
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-

zoom) monthly during the academic year since Feb. 2020 to review progress of the
project
Beth meets periodically with different people in CDRH as needed
Work on Slack, through issues in GitHub, Zoom meetings
Running minutes in CDRH SharePoint.
Published minutes for stakeholders.

13. Stakeholders. List this project’s stakeholders.





























Nebraska Jewish Historical Society
The Institute for Holocaust Education
History Nebraska
UNL Harris Center for Jewish Studies
University Libraries
CDRH
UNL College of Education and Human Sciences
UNL Teaching, Learning & Teaching Education Department
Nebraska Wesleyan
Nebraska Department of Education
UCARE Program
Community Member Participants
Nebraska Holocaust Survivors
Jewish Federation of Omaha Foundation
Humanities Nebraska
Cooper Foundation
Scott Littky (IHE Executive Director)
Kael Sagheer (IHE Education Coordinator)
Donna Walter (Former IHE Education Coordinator)
Gloria Kaslow (IHE Chair)
Marti Rosen-Atherton (Community Member)
Bob Belgrade (NJHS Chair)
Jean Cahan (Harris Center for Jewish Studies Executive Director)
Gerald Steinacher (Harris Center for Jewish Studies)
Justin Olmanson (Harris Center Teacher Learning & Teacher Education)
Mick Hale (History Nebraska Director of Educational Resources)
Ebony McKiver (Nebraska Department of Education Social Studies)
Sonya Stejskal (Nebraska Department of Education Social Studies)

14. Risks. Can you identify any uncertainties—positive or negative?
Artist/designer has not been hired yet.
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15. Requirements. Note any equipment, software, travel time, etc. that will be required for
the project here.
(Possible) Software/APIs: SNAC Cooperative API, dp.la API, Europeana API,
Yivo.org, Shoah Foundation, USHMM, Yad Vashem, EHRI-project.eu
Consider how to incorporate aspects of APIs from the above organizations should their
APIs become available.
16. Materials. Please include information about source materials here (types of materials,
amount, use information, etc.).
See Source materials_Storyfiles folder in SharePoint: photos, videos, digitized records,
yearbooks, newspaper articles, census data for Bea Karp, Clarence Williams, Irving
Shapiro, Louie Blumkin, and Hanna Rosenberg.
17. Metadata. Identify all metadata needs for this project. Indicate how it will be produced
and the level of granularity required.
Texts in TEI; photos in CSV. Dublin Core. Additional metadata cleanup needed. Add
Topics as a Browse By field.
18. Copyright. List all possible copyright issues or other access/use issues.
TODO: Get written permission from families/repositories.
19. Funding. List any grants or other information about funding here.





$10,500 from Jewish Federation of Omaha Foundation grants
$ 9,500 from Humanities Nebraska Grant
o Grant Period: 2021-10-01 – 2022-09-30
$10,000 from Cooper Foundation Grant
o Grant Period: 2021-03-26 – 2022-03-31
$10,000 UNL Office of Research: Layman New Directions Award
o Grant Period: 2021-08-01 – 2022-07-31
$ 1,800 Harris Center for Judaic Studies 3 Summer Interns
o Grant Period: June 2020 – August 2020
$ 4,800 UCARE – 2 Interns for Academic Year (one retracted)
o Grant Period: August 2020 – May 2021
$ 4,800 UCARE – 2 Interns for Summer
o Grant Period: June 2021 – August 2021
$ 4,800 UCARE – 2 Interns for Academic Year (one retracted)
o Grant Period – August 2021 – May 2022
Approx. $2,400 - $2,700 CDRH funding for Summer & AY Intern
o Grant period: June 2021 – December 2021
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-

Approx. $2,400 - $2,700 CDRH Work/Study AY Intern
o Grant period: September 2021 – May 2022

20. Maintenance & Retirement. We aim to support sites in perpetuity, though we cannot
guarantee 100% fidelity of future versions due to changing technologies. After a number
of years, some sites may be maintained in data form only. If you have special
maintenance needs, such as grant specifications, please let us know below. Project
website will be subject to archiving policies.
21. Other Notes. List any important information or questions not specified above.
When has the scope changed enough that project requires going back to project
committee?
22. Relevant Links. Site, test site, GitHub, grant information, project proposal, etc.


NE Stories of Humanity SharePoint Folder



GitHub Rails Repo



GitHub Data Site



Dev Site
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Appendix D
Recommendations for Teaching and Learning About the Holocaust
(International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance, 2019)

Figure D1. Executive summary of IHRA Teaching and Learning document.
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Appendix E
Nebraska High School Social Studies Standards
(Nebraska Department of Education, 2019)

SS HS.4.1.a (US)

Evaluate the cause and effect of historical events on various groups
in the United States.

SS HS.4.1.c (US)

Evaluate the impact of people, events, and ideas, including various
cultures and ethnic groups, on the United States.

SS HS.4.2.a (US)

Identify and evaluate how considering multiple perspectives
facilitates an understanding of history.

SS HS.4.2.b (US)

Evaluate the relevancy, accuracy, and completeness of primary and
secondary sources to better understand multiple perspectives of the
same event.

SS HS.4.3.a (US)

Identify how differing experiences can lead to the development of
perspectives.

SS HS.4.4.b (US)

Evaluate strengths and limitations of a variety of primary and
secondary historical sources.

SS HS.4.4.d (US)

Synthesize the relationships among historical events in the United
States and relevant contemporary issues.

SS HS.4.5.a (US)

Construct meaningful questions about topics in U.S. history.

SS HS.4.5.d (US)

Synthesize historical information to create new understandings.

SS HS.4.1.a (WLD) Evaluate the cause and effect of historical events in the world.
SS HS.4.1.c (WLD) Examine the impact of people, events, and ideas, including various
cultures and ethnic groups, on the world.
SS HS.4.2.a (WLD) Identify and evaluate how considering multiple perspectives
facilitates an understanding of history.
SS HS.4.2.b (WLD) Evaluate the relevancy, accuracy, and completeness of primary and
secondary sources to better understand multiple perspectives of the
same event.
SS HS.4.3.a (WLD) Identify how differing experiences can lead to the development of
perspectives.
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SS HS.4.4.b (WLD) Evaluate strengths and limitations of a variety of primary and
secondary historical sources.
SS HS.4.4.d (WLD) Synthesize the relationships among historical events in the world
and relevant contemporary issues.
SS HS.4.5.a (WLD) Construct meaningful questions that initiate an inquiry.
SS HS.4.5.d (WLD) Synthesize historical information to create new understandings.
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Appendix F
College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social Studies Standards
(Swan et al., 2013)
C3 Framework Organization

Figure F1. C3 Framework graph – Inquiry Based Instruction in Social Studies
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Appendix G
CASEL’S SEL Framework

Figure G1. The CASEL Competency Wheel outlines the 5 broad and interrelated
competencies of SEL. Graphic courtesy of CASEL.org.
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Appendix H
Holocaust Memory and Educational Concepts

Figure H1. Nebraska Holocaust Survivor and WWII Veteran Network and
Educational Portal and SEL Extension Opportunities
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Appendix I
Nebraska Stories of Humanity Draft Inquiry Lesson
(Yet to be reviewed, edited, and accepted by Workgroup)
By Heidi Reinhart, Workgroup Participant

Should the United States (and other countries) have allowed
more Jewish refugees to enter during WWII?
SS HS.3.1.b

Analyze and explain changes in spatial patterns as a result of
The interactions among human and physical processes.

HS.4.1 (US)

Analyze and evaluate patterns of continuity and change over
time in American history.

SS HS.4.1.a (US) Evaluate the cause and effect of historical events on various
Groups in the United States.
Social Studies
Standards

SS HS.4.1.c (US) Evaluate the impact of people, events, and ideas, including
various cultures and ethnic groups, on the United States.
SS HS.4.2.b (US) Evaluate the relevancy, accuracy, and completeness of
primary and secondary sources to better understand
multiple perspectives of the same event.
SS HS.4.4.d (US) Synthesize the relationships among historical events in the
United States and relevant contemporary issues.

Staging the
Compelling Question

Supporting Question
1
What path did
Holocaust survivors
take to get to get to
Nebraska?

SS HS.4.5.d (US) Synthesize historical information to create new
understandings.
Many Jews during WWII chose to stay in Europe or were unable to leave for a
multitude of reasons. However, hundreds of thousands tried to leave Nazi
Europe; most were not able to escape. This inquiry addresses both those who
were able to leave and relocate in the United States and those who were
forced to stay.
Supporting Question
2
What procedures did
Jewish people have
to follow to leave
Europe for the U.S.
or other countries in
the 1930s and
1940s?

Supporting Question 3
How might public
opinion have impacted
the number of refugees
allowed into the United
States?
What are immigration
laws today? What are
refugee struggles in the
US today?

Supporting
Question 4
What
contributions
have Holocaust
survivors made
to Nebraska?
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Formative
Performance Task

Formative
Performance Task

Formative
Performance Task

Groups will create an
annotated map—
include 2-3 survivors?
Or different groups
study different
survivors?
Include visuals
(letters, pictures as
available)

Create a chart?
Poster? Diary
entries? Short story?
Based on your
findings from primary
and secondary
sources.

Create a t-chart?
Write a paragraph—
something that
explains/outlines
arguments for and
against allowing
refugees to enter the
U.S.

Do this on a large
classroom map with
each group
documenting a
different survivor and
reporting out about
their story.

Featured Sources
Source A:
Nebraska Stories
website maps
https://nestoriesofhu
manity.unl.edu/maps

Featured Sources
Source A:
Nebraska Stories
Letters:
Rosa and Moritz
Stern to Flora
Gottlieb
Maurice: Jeannette
Robbins to Fran
Source B:
Johnson Reed Act

Summative
Performance
Task
Taking
Informed
Action

ARGUMENT
To Be Defined
EXTENSION.
To be defined
UNDERSTAND
ASSESS
ACT

Featured Sources
Source A:
USHMM Online
Exhibit: Public opinion
polls after Kristallnacht
Source B:
U.S. and the Holocaust
Clip—Wagner-Rogers
Bill
Source C:
USHMM Americans
and the Holocaust
Online Exhibit:
Journey of the St.
Louis.

Formative
Performance
Task
Groups go back
to the survivors
they researched
on their
annotated maps
and discover
what
contributions
each survivor
made to
Nebraska.
Define
Nebraska’s role
in refugee
resettlement
over the years
and in the
present.
Featured
Sources
Source A:
Nebraska Stories
website:
Stories/General
– records from
the Omaha
Jewish
Federation and
Omaha Jewish
Press article
https://nestorie
sofhumanity.unl
.edu/stories/gen
eral
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Appendix J
IRB Approval Letter

August 11, 2021
Lisabeth Dotan
College of Education and Human Sciences
HENZ 109 UNL NE 685880355
Ari Kohen
College of Arts and Sciences
537 OLDH UNL NE 685880328
IRB Number: 20210821270EX
Project ID: 21270
Project Title: Evaluating the experience and use of the Digital Humanities electronic portal - NE Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor &
WWII Camp Liberator site and its influence on student learning about the Holocaust through primary resources.
Dear Lisabeth:
This letter is to officially notify you of the certification of exemption of your project for the Protection of Human Subjects. Your proposal is in
compliance with this institution's Federal Wide Assurance 00002258 and the DHHS Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects at 45
CFR 46 2018 Requirements and has been classified as exempt. Exempt categories are listed within HRPP Policy #4.001: Exempt
Research available at: http://research.unl.edu/researchcompliance/policies-procedures/.
o Date of Final Exemption: 8/11/2021
o Certification of Exemption Valid-Until: 8/11/2026
o Review conducted using exempt category 1 at 45 CFR 46.104
o Funding: N/A
You are authorized to implement this study as of the Date of Final Approval: 8/11/2021
We wish to remind you that the principal investigator is responsible for reporting to this Board any of the following events within 48 hours of
the event:
* Any serious event (including on-site and off-site adverse events, injuries, side effects, deaths, or other problems) which in the opinion of
the local investigator was unanticipated, involved risk to subjects or others, and was possibly related to the research procedures;
* Any serious accidental or unintentional change to the IRB-approved protocol that involves risk or has the potential to recur;
* Any protocol violation or protocol deviation
* An incarceration of a research participant in a protocol that was not approved to include prisoners
* Any knowledge of adverse audits or enforcement actions required by Sponsors
* Any publication in the literature, safety monitoring report, interim result or other finding that indicates an unexpected change to the
risk/benefit ratio of the research;
* Any breach in confidentiality or compromise in data privacy related to the subject or others; or
* Any complaint of a subject that indicates an unanticipated risk or that cannot be resolved by the research staff.
This project should be conducted in full accordance with all applicable sections of the IRB Guidelines and you should notify the IRB
immediately of any proposed changes that may affect the exempt status of your research project. You should report any unanticipated
problems involving risks to the participants or others to the Board.
If you have any questions, please contact the IRB office at 402-472-6965.
Sincerely,

Becky R. Freeman, CIP
for the IRB
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Appendix K
IRB Updated Approval Letter

Official Approval Letter for IRB project #21270 - Change Request Form
February 8, 2022
Beth Dotan
College of Education and Human
Sciences HENZ 109 UNL NE
685880355
Ari Kohen
College of Arts and
Sciences 537 OLDH UNL
NE 685880328
IRB Number: 20210821270EX
Project ID: 21270
Project Title: Evaluating the experience and use of the Digital Humanities electronic portal - NE Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor &
WWII Camp Liberator site and its inﬂuence on student learning about the Holocaust through primary resources.
Dear Beth:
The Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects has completed its review of the Request for Change in Protocol submitted
to the IRB.
The change request form has been approved to:

1. Surveys will be completed via Qualtrics by UNL students Spring 2022 semester in the Gero 307-001 and Gero 307-002 courses.
2. The UNL students will not participate in the interviews that were a part of the study with Nebraska Wesleyan.
3. Revised documents have also been approved.
We wish to remind you that the principal investigator is responsible for reporting to this Board any of the following events within 48 hours of
the event:
* Any serious event (including on-site and oﬀ-site adverse events, injuries, side eﬀects, deaths, or other problems) which in the opinion of
the local investigator was unanticipated, involved risk to subjects or others, and was possibly related to the research procedures;
* Any serious accidental or unintentional change to the IRB-approved protocol that involves risk or has the potential to recur;

* Any protocol violation or protocol deviation
* An incarceration of a research participant in a protocol that was not approved to include prisoners
* Any knowledge of adverse audits or enforcement actions required by Sponsors
* Any publication in the literature, safety monitoring report, interim result or other ﬁnding that indicates an unexpected change to
the risk/beneﬁt ratio of the research;

* Any breach in conﬁdentiality or compromise in data privacy related to the subject or others; or
* Any complaint of a subject that indicates an unanticipated risk or that cannot be resolved by the research staﬀ.
This letter constitutes oﬃcial notiﬁcation of the approval of the protocol change. You are therefore authorized to implement this change
accordingly.

If you have any questions, please contact the IRB oﬃce at 402-472-6965. Sincerely,

Becky R.
Freeman, CIP
for the IRB
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Appendix L
Small University Recruitment Script and Reminders

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES

Department of Teaching, Learning and Teacher Education
IRB Project ID#21270
Evaluating the Experience and Use of the Digital Humanities electronic portal –
Nebraska Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator site and Influence on
Student Learning about the Holocaust through Primary Resources.
Beth Dotan
Recruitment Email for Students in Nebraska Wesleyan University seminar - Americans and the
Holocaust: Using Primary Source to Explore the Past (IDS-1010-13)
Dear Seminar Students!
Congratulation on the beginning of your academic journey! This seminar will no doubt be filled with
interesting topics and much learning.
My name is Beth Dotan and I am a doctoral candidate in the Department of Teaching, Learning, and
Teacher Education at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln. I am conducting a research study on a web
portal that I am developing as part of my studies. This research project is designed to evaluate accessibility
to digital materials on the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal and to understand how this material
might increase your knowledge about the historical event (the Holocaust) through primary resources of
individuals who settled in Nebraska after the Holocaust/WWII.
I would like to ask for your participation in my study. This participation will include:
1. A pre-survey that you will complete in class at the beginning of the semester.
2. A post-survey that you will complete in class at the end of the semester.
Zoom interviews might be conducted at a later time after the seminar is completed and will last no longer
than one hour.
The portal will be a resource used as part of your class assignments, which you will be completing
regardless of your participation in this study. Your total time this semester for this study is no more than one
hour. Please note, as a researcher on this study, I will not be grading any of your course assignments.
I will visit your class and ask you to sign a consent form, stating that you understand that I am collecting
data in the pre and post-surveys and that interviews might be conducted at a later time. Should you have any
questions, I would be happy to answer them at bdotan@huskers.unl.edu or you can contact your instructor,
Billie Cotterman at bcotterm@nebrwesleyan.edu.
Thank you for your consideration!
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Reminder Message: Research involving participation to occur at a specific time/location.
This is a reminder that you have signed up to participate in a research study about experience and use of the
Digital Humanities electronic portal – Nebraska Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp
Liberator site. I would like to arrange a time to have an interview on Zoom to talk about your experiences
with the site. This interview will take no more than one hour. Please let me know by the end of this week if
one of these (dates/times) will work for you.
Thank you for your time. If you have any questions, please contact me at bdotan@huskers.unl.edu.
Beth Dotan
Primary Investigator
Reminder Email for Zoom Interview
Hello! Thank you again for agreeing to participate in this study! As a reminder, we have agreed to meet
for a personal interview on Zoom at time at Zoom address. Please let me know if this time still works for
you.
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Appendix M
Updated Recruitment Script

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES

Department of Teaching, Learning and Teacher Education
IRB Project ID#21270
Evaluating the Experience and Use of the Digital Humanities electronic portal –
Nebraska Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator site and Influence on
Student Learning about the Holocaust through Primary Resources.
Beth Dotan
Recruitment Email for Students
Dear Students!
My name is Beth Dotan and I am a doctoral candidate in the Department of Teaching, Learning, and
Teacher Education at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln. I am conducting a research study on a web
portal that I am developing as part of my studies. This research project is designed to evaluate accessibility
to digital materials on the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal and to understand how this material
might increase your knowledge about the historical event (the Holocaust) through primary resources of
individuals who settled in Nebraska after the Holocaust/WWII.
I would like to ask for your participation in my study. This participation will include:
1. An initial survey on Qulatrics.
2. A second Qualtrics survey that you will complete in class at the end of your Holocaust unit.
The portal may be a resource used as part of your class assignments, which you will be completing
regardless of your participation in this study. Your total time this semester for this study is no more than one
hour. Please note, as a researcher on this study, I will not be grading any of your course assignments.
I will visit your class and as part of your first survey, ask you to consent to participation in the study, stating
that you understand that I am collecting data in the two surveys. Should you have any questions, I would be
happy to answer them at bdotan@huskers.unl.edu.
Thank you for your consideration!
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Appendix N
Small University Informed Consent

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES

Department of Teaching, Learning and Teacher Education

IRB Project ID#21270
Informed Consent Form

Study Title: Evaluating the Experience and Use of the Digital Humanities electronic portal -NE
Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator site and its Influence on Student
Learning about the Holocaust through Primary Resources.
Principal Investigator: Beth Dotan bdotan@huskers.unl.edu Office: (402) 472-2231
Secondary Investigator: Dr. Ari Kohen akohen2@unl.edu Office: (402) 472-3214
Dear Student,
You have been invited to participate in a research study, evaluating the experience and use of the Digital
Humanities electronic portal - NE Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator
site and its influence on student learning about the Holocaust through primary resources. This is a
project conducted by researchers from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln where the portal is being
developed. Your course this semester will include work utilizing this resource. Your participation will
help evaluate accessibility to digital materials in the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal and to
understand how this material might increase knowledge about the Holocaust through primary resources
of individuals who settled in Nebraska after the Holocaust/WWII. Please read this informed consent
letter, and if you are willing to participate, sign it. You will receive a copy of the signed letter for your
own records. Thank you for participating in this study!
Purpose: To evaluate student accessibility to digital materials about local individuals who
experienced the Holocaust and to understand how these digital resources increase knowledge about
the Holocaust.
Procedures: Participation in this study will include:
 A pre-course survey, which will take 30 minutes to complete in class at the beginning of the
semester. Coursework assignments will utilize the portal as a resource for class assignments,
but those assignments will not part of this research study. The researcher will not participate
in any grading of course assignments.
 A post-course survey, which will take 30 minutes to complete in class at the end of the
semester. This survey will not be included in the grade for the course.
 Participants may be contacted after the semester course to participate in an individual interview.
This potential interview would take place on zoom and will last no longer than one hour.

118 Henzlik Hall/ P.O. Box 880355/ Lincoln, NE 68588 -0355/(402) 472-2231/FAX (402) 472-2837
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Risks and/or Discomforts:
There are no known risks associated with this research.
Benefits to you:
You are not expected to receive any benefit from being in this study.
Benefits to other people:
This study has the potential to give portal developers and educators better insight into the influence
and use of the portal for users like you and your educators when utilizing this resource to better
understand the Holocaust through primary resources.
Questions or Concerns:
Your welfare is the major concern of the researcher. If you have a problem as a direct result of being
part of this study, you should immediately contact one of the people listed at the beginning of this
consent form. You may ask any questions concerning this research and have those questions
answered before agreeing to participate in or during the study. If you have any questions or concerns
about your rights as a research participant, you may contact the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Institutional Review Board at (402) 472-6965 or irb@unl.edu.
Confidentiality:
All information provided to the researcher throughout through your participation in this study will be protected.
Students’ real name will not be used. The research records will be securely stored electronically through a

University approved method and will only be seen by the research team and/or those authorized to view,
access, or use the records during and after the study. Those who will have access to your research records
are the study personnel, the Institutional Review Board (IRB), and any other person, agency, or sponsor as
required by law or institutional responsibility. Information from this study may be published in scientific
journals or presented at scientific meetings and may be reported individually, or as group or summarized
data but your identity will be kept strictly confidential.
Your identity will remain confidential throughout the study and any publication or presentation of
the study findings. Your information could be used or distributed to another researcher for future
research studies without an additional informed consent from you. Identifiers (name, dates, etc.) will
be removed prior to being distributed.

118 Henzlik Hall/ P.O. Box 880355/ Lincoln, NE 68588 -0355/(402) 472-2231/FAX (402) 472-2837
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Freedom to Withdraw:
Participation in this study is voluntary. You are not obligated and can choose not to participate or
may withdraw at any time before, during, or after the research begins for any reason. Deciding not to
be in this research study or deciding to withdraw will not affect your relationship with the
investigator, with Nebraska Wesleyan University, or the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Your
decision will not affect your grade in the course.
Consent, Right to Receive a Copy:
Your signature below indicates that (1) you have read and understood this consent form, (2) you have
had the consent form explained to you, (3) you have had your questions answered and (4) you have
decided to participate in this study. You will be given a copy of this consent form to keep.
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln wants to know about your research experience. This 14questions, multiple-choice survey is anonymous. This survey should be completed after your
participation in the research. Please complete this optional online survey at:
http://bit.ly/UNLresearchfeedback.

Signatures:

Name of Participant (please print)

Signature of Participant

Date
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Appendix O
Small University Presurvey

Evaluating the Experience and Use of the Digital Humanities Electronic Portal –
NE Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator Site
Student Learning about the Holocaust through Primary Resources
Research Survey for Beth Dotan
IRB #21270

Pre - Survey Questions:
1. What are the main reasons you enrolled in this course?
a. Major/Minor Requirement
b. Elective
c. Interest in Subject Matter
d. Other ___________________
2. How often do you use the internet for research?
a. Very often
b.

A lot

c. A moderate amount
d. A little
e. Not at all
3. Can you please describe a primary resource?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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4. How often have you searched the internet for primary resources?
a. Very often
b. A lot
c. A moderate amount
d. A little
e. Not at all
If you have searched for primary resources, what type of items were you looking for, and
where did you find them?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
5. Have you ever listened to personal narratives or testimonies on the internet? If yes, why did
you listen to these stories?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
6. Do you believe primary resources and personal narratives differ from historical information
from a textbook or historian? If yes, in what ways are they different?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
7. In what ways do you believe digital platforms enhance classroom learning?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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8. How informed do you feel you are about the history of the Holocaust?
a. Extremely Informed
b. Very informed
c. Somewhat informed
d. Not so informed
e. Not informed at all
If you feel informed, where did you get your information?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
9. Have you ever listened to a Holocaust Survivor Testimony? If yes, where did you hear the
testimony?
_________________________________________________________________________
10. Do you ever talk to your friends or family about the classes you are taking? If yes, what
classes and why? If not, why not?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
11. Of the following people/groups how much of an impact do you think they can have on the
lives of others. Using a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being no impact and 5 a high amount of impact.
a. Government (President, Senator, Congress, Military)
Minimum Impact

-

1

3

2

Maximum Impact
4

5
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b. Groups/Organizations (NGOs, Religious Organizations, Corporations)
Minimum Impact

-

1

3

2

Maximum Impact
4

5

c. Community (Family, Teachers, Individuals)
Minimum Impact

-

1

3

2

Maximum Impact
4

5

12. Do you think the Holocaust was a German phenomenon, or could it have happened
somewhere else? Why?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
13. To what extent (5 being completely characteristic & 1 being completely uncharacteristic) do
the following behaviors, thoughts, and feelings describe your behavior towards your classes
(both former and current)?
a. Studying on a regular basis
1

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

b. Staying up on the readings
1

2

c. Looking over class notes between classes to make sure I understand the material
1

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

d. Taking good notes in class
1

2

e. Listening carefully in class
1

2
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f.

Coming to class every day
1

2

3

4

5

g. Finding ways to make the course material relevant to my life/applying the material to my
life
1

2

3

4

5

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

h. Finding ways to make the course interesting to me
1
i.

3

Thinking about the course between class meetings
1

j.

2

2

Really desiring to learn the material
1

2

k. Going to the instructor’s office hours to review assignments, tests or just to ask questions
1
l.

2

3

4

5

4

5

4

5

Doing well on the tests/Getting a good grade in the class
1

2

3

m. Being confident that I can learn and do well in the class
1

2

3

Undergraduate / Graduate (please circle one)
Student Name____________________________
Student Email address________________________
Gender:____________
Age:____________
Major: ______________
Minor: ___________________
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Appendix P
Updated Informed Consent Included with Qualtrics Presurvey

NE Stories IRB Survey
Q1 IRB Project ID#21270
Informed Consent Form
Study Title: Evaluating the Experience and Use of the Digital Humanities electronic
portal - NE Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator site and its
Influence on Student Learning about the Holocaust through Primary Resources.
Principal Investigator: Beth Dotan bdotan@huskers.unl.edu Office: (402) 472-2231
Secondary Investigator: Dr. Ari Kohen akohen2@unl.edu
Office: (402) 472-3214
Dear Student,
You have been invited to participate in a research study, evaluating the experience and
use of the Digital Humanities electronic portal - NE Stories of Humanity: Holocaust
Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator site and its influence on student learning about the
Holocaust through primary resources. This is a project conducted by researchers from
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln where the portal is being developed. Your unit this
semester will include work utilizing this resource. Your participation will help evaluate
accessibility to digital materials in the Nebraska Stories of Humanity web portal and to
understand how this material might increase knowledge about the Holocaust through
primary resources of individuals who settled in Nebraska after the Holocaust/WWII.
Please read this informed consent letter, and mark accordingly if you are willing
to participate. Thank you!
Purpose: To evaluate student accessibility to digital materials about local individuals
who experienced the Holocaust and to understand how these digital resources increase
knowledge about the Holocaust.
Procedures: Participation in this study will include:
• An initial survey which will take about 20 minutes to complete on Qualtrics.
Coursework assignments may utilize the portal as a resource for class assignments, but
those assignments will not part of this research study. The researcher will not participate
in any grading of course assignments.
• A second survey will take about 20 minutes to complete on Qualtrics after the
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Holocaust unit. This survey will not be included in the grade for the course.
Risks and/or Discomforts:
There are no known risks associated with this research.
Benefits to you: You are not expected to receive any benefit from being in this study.
Benefits to other people: This study has the potential to give portal developers and
educators better insight into the influence and use of the portal for users like you and
your educators when utilizing this resource to better understand the Holocaust through
primary resources.
Questions or Concerns: Your welfare is the major concern of the researcher. If you
have a problem as a direct result of being part of this study, you should immediately
contact one of the people listed at the beginning of this consent form. You may ask any
questions concerning this research and have those questions answered before agreeing
to participate in or during the study. If you have any questions or concerns about your
rights as a research participant, you may contact the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Institutional Review Board at (402) 472-6965 or irb@unl.edu.
Confidentiality: All information provided to the researcher throughout through your
participation in this study will be protected. Students’ real name will not be used. The
research records will be securely stored electronically through a University approved
method and will only be seen by the research team and/or those authorized to view,
access, or use the records during and after the study. Those who will have access to
your research records are the study personnel, the Institutional Review Board (IRB), and
any other person, agency, or sponsor as required by law or institutional responsibility.
Information from this study may be published in scientific journals or presented at
scientific meetings and may be reported individually, or as group or summarized data but
your identity will be kept strictly confidential. Your identity will remain confidential
throughout the study and any publication or presentation of the study findings. Your
information could be used or distributed to another researcher for future research studies
without an additional informed consent from you. Identifiers (name, dates, etc.) will be
removed prior to being distributed.
Freedom to Withdraw: Participation in this study is voluntary. You are not obligated
and can choose not to participate or may withdraw at any time before, during, or after
the research begins for any reason. Deciding not to be in this research study or deciding
to withdraw will not affect your relationship with the investigator or the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. Your decision will not affect your grade in the course.
Consent, Right to Receive a Copy:
1) You can decide not to be in this research study, or you can withdraw at any time
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before, during, or after the research begins for any reason.
2) Deciding not to be in this research study or deciding to withdraw will not affect your
relationship with the investigator, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
3) You will not lose any benefits to which you are entitled. You are voluntarily making a
decision whether or not to participate in this research study.
4) By clicking on the I Agree button below, your consent to participate is implied.
5) You should print or save a copy of this page for your records.

The University of Nebraska-Lincoln wants to know about your research experience. This
14- questions, multiple-choice survey is anonymous. This survey should be completed
after your participation in the research. Please complete this optional online survey at:
http://bit.ly/UNLresearchfeedback.

o Yes I consent (1)
o No I do not consent (2)
Skip To: End of Survey If Q1 = No I do not consent

Q23 Student Name
________________________________________________________________

Q3 Student email address
________________________________________________________________

Q4 Gender

o Male (4)
o Female (5)
o Non-binary / third gender (6)
o Prefer not to say (7)
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Q5 Age
________________________________________________________________
Q6 Major
________________________________________________________________
Q7 Minor
________________________________________________________________
Q8 1. What are the main reasons you enrolled in this course?

o Major/Minor Requirement (1)
o Elective (2)
o Interest in Subject Matter (3)
o Other (4) __________________________________________________
Q9 2. How often do you use the internet for research?

o Very often (1)
o A lot (2)
o A moderate amount (3)
o A little (4)
o Not at all (5)
Q10 3. Can you please describe a primary resource?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q11 4. How often have you searched the internet for primary resources?

o Very often (1)
o A lot (2)
o A moderate amount (3)
o A little (4)
o Not at all (5)
Q12 If you have searched for primary resources, what type of items were you looking
for, and where did you find them?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q13 5. Have you ever listened to personal narratives or testimonies on the internet? If
yes, why did you listen to these stories?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q14 6. Do you believe primary resources and personal narratives differ from historical
information from a textbook or historian? If yes, in what ways are they different?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q15 7. In what ways do you believe digital platforms enhance classroom learning?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q16 8. How informed do you feel you are about the history of the Holocaust?

o Extremely Informed (1)
o Very informed (2)
o Somewhat informed (3)
o Not so informed (4)
o Not informed at all (5)
Q17 If you feel informed, where did you get your information?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q18 9. Have you ever listened to a Holocaust Survivor Testimony? If yes, where did you
hear the testimony?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q19 10. Do you ever talk to your friends or family about the classes you are taking? If
yes, what classes and why? If not, why not?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q20 11. Of the following people/groups how much of an impact do you think they can
have on the lives of others. Using a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being no impact and 5 a high
amount of impact.
No impact
(1)

A little
impact (2)

Moderate
impact (3)

A lot of
impact (4)

Maximum
impact (5)

Government
(President, Senator,
Congress, Military)
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

Groups/Organizations
(NGOs, Religious
Organizations,
Corporations) (2)

o

o

o

o

o

Community (Family,
Teachers,
Individuals) (3)

o

o

o

o

o

Q21 12. Do you think the Holocaust was a German phenomenon, or could it have
happened somewhere else? Why?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q22 13. To what extent (5 being completely characteristic & 1 being completely
uncharacteristic) do the following behaviors, thoughts, and feelings describe your
behavior towards your classes (both former and current)?
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Completely
uncharacteristic
(1)
a. Studying on
a regular basis
(1)
b. Staying up
on the
readings (2)
c. Looking over
class notes
between
classes to
make sure I
understand the
material (3)
d. Taking good
notes in class
(4)
e. Listening
carefully in
class (5)
f. Coming to
class every
day (6)
g. Finding
ways to make
the course
material
relevant to my
life/applying
the material to
my life (7)
h. Finding
ways to make
the course
interesting to
me (8)
i. Thinking
about the
course
between class
meetings (9)
j. Really
desiring to
learn the
material (10)

A little
characteristic
(2)

Characteristic
(3)

Very
characteristic
(4)

Completely
characteristic
(5)

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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k. Going to the
instructor’s
office hours to
review
assignments,
tests or just to
ask questions
(11)
l. Doing well on
the tests/
Getting a good
grade in the
class (12)
m. Being
confident that I
can learn and
do well in the
class (13)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Appendix Q
Small University Postsurvey
Evaluating the Experience and Use of the Digital Humanities Electronic Portal –
NE Stories of Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator Site
Student Learning about the Holocaust through Primary Resources
Research Survey for Beth Dotan, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
IRB #21270
Post Survey Questions:
1. Given the fact that the site is still in construction, how do your experiences using this
resource compare to your expectations?

2. Which of the tools did you use and why?

3. How easy was it to understand the information on this site? Why and in what ways?

4. In what ways did you find the content of the website relevant to your course
assignments?

5. In what ways did you find the content of the website meaningful?
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6. In what ways did this digital platform enhance classroom learning for this course?

7. Can you please describe a primary resource?

8. How has the definition of a primary resource stayed the same or changed after working
with this site?

9. Again, knowing this site is under construction, what was the most useful feature for you?

10. Did you listen to a personal testimony? If yes, in your opinion, how do eyewitness accounts
differ from historical information from a textbook or historian?

11. What were the benefits of using this site during this specific course?

12. Did you find yourself talking to friends or family about this course? Why or why not?
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13. Of the following people/groups how much of an impact do you think they can have on
the lives of others. Using a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being no impact and 5 a high amount of
impact.
a. Government (President, Senator, Congress, Military)
Minimum Impact

-

1

3

2

Maximum Impact
4

b. Groups/Organizations (NGOs, Religious Organizations, Corporations)
Minimum Impact

-

1

3

2

Maximum Impact
4

5

c. Community (Family, Teachers, Individuals)
Minimum Impact

-

1

3

2

Maximum Impact
4

5

Did your answer to this question change from the beginning of the semester? Why or
why not?

14. Do you think the Holocaust was a German phenomenon, or could it have happened
somewhere else?

Did your answer to this question change from the beginning of the semester? Why or
why not?

How did the course resources contribute to your decision in this matter?
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15. To what extent (5 being completely characteristic & 1 being completely uncharacteristic)
do the following behaviors, thoughts, and feelings describe your behavior towards this
class specifically?
a. Studying on a regular basis
1

2

3

4

5

4

5

b. Staying up on the readings/assignments
1

2

3

c. Looking over class notes between classes to make sure I understand the material
1

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

d. Taking good notes in class
1

2

e. Listening carefully in class
1
f.

2

Coming to class every day
1

2

g. Finding ways to make the course material relevant to my life/applying the
material to my life
1

2

3

4

5

h. Finding ways to make the course interesting to me
1
i.

2

3

4

5

Thinking about the course between class meetings
1

2

3

4

5
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j.

Really desiring to learn the material
1

2

3

4

5

k. Going to the instructor's office hours to review assignments, tests or just to ask
questions
1
l.

2

3

4

5

Doing well on the tests/Getting a good grade in the class
1

2

3

4

5

m. Being confident that I can learn and do well in the class
1

2

3

4

5

16. Do you think you would recommend this web resource to other students/individuals? Why?

17. Can you apply what you learned from this web resource to aspects of your life (professionally,
personally, academically)? If so, how?

18. Please provide any other thoughts or comments about the website.

Undergraduate / Graduate (please circle one)
Student Name____________________________
Student Email address________________________
Gender:_____________
Age:____________
Major: ______________
Minor: ___________________
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Appendix R
Updated Qualtrics Postsurvey

NE Stories IRB Survey 2
Q21 Thank you for participating in this second survey for my research:
Evaluating the Experience and Use of the Digital Humanities Electronic Portal – NE Stories of
Humanity: Holocaust Survivor & WWII Camp Liberator Site
Beth Dotan, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
IRB #21270

Q2 Student Name
________________________________________________________________
Q3 Student Email Address
________________________________________________________________
Q4 Gender

o Male (1)
o Female (2)
o Non-binary / third gender (3)
o Prefer not to say (4)
Q5 Major
________________________________________________________________
Q6 Minor
________________________________________________________________
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Q7 1. Given the fact that the site is still in construction, how do your experiences using this
resource compare to your expectations?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q8 2.

Which of the tools did you use and why?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q9 3.

How easy was it to understand the information on this site? Why and in what ways?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
11 4. In what ways did you find the content of the website relevant to your course
assignments?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q12 5. In what ways did you find the content of the website meaningful?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q13 6. In what ways did this digital platform enhance classroom learning for this course?
________________________________________________________________

Q14 7. Can you please describe a primary resource?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q15 8. How has the definition of a primary resource stayed the same or changed after working
with this site?
________________________________________________________________
Q16 9. Again, knowing this site is under construction, what was the most useful feature for
you?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q17 10. Did you listen to a personal testimony? If yes, in your opinion, how do eyewitness
accounts differ from historical information from a textbook or historian?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q18 11. What were the benefits of using this site during this specific course?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q19 12. Did you find yourself talking to friends or family about this course? Why or why not?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q20 13. Of the following people/groups how much of an impact do you think they can have on
the lives of others. Using a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being no impact and 5 a high amount of impact.
No impact (1)
a. Government
(President,
Senator,
Congress,
Military) (1)
b. Groups/
Organizations
(NGOs,
Religious
Organizations,
Corporations)
(2)
c. Community
(Family,
Teachers,
Individuals) (3)

A little impact
(2)

Some impact
(3)

Moderate
impact (4)

Maximum
impact (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q22 Did the answer to this question change from the last time you answered it? Why or Why
not?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q23 14. Do you think the Holocaust was a German phenomenon, or could it have happened
somewhere else? Did your answer to this question change from the beginning of the semester?
Why or why not?
________________________________________________________________
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Q24 How did the course resources contribute to your decision in this matter?
________________________________________________________________
Q26 15. To what extent (5 being completely characteristic & 1 being completely uncharacteristic)
do the following behaviors, thoughts, and feelings describe your behavior towards this class
specifically?
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Completely
uncharacteristic
(1)
a. Studying on a
regular basis (1)

A little
characteristic
(2)

Characteristic
(3)

Very
characteristic
(4)

Completely
characteristic
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

h. Finding ways to
make the course
interesting to me
(8)

o

o

o

o

o

i. Thinking about
the course
between class
meetings (9)

o

o

o

o

o

j. Really desiring to
learn the material
(10)

o

o

o

o

o

b. Staying up on
the readings/
assignments (2)
c. Looking over
class notes
between classes to
make sure I
understand the
material (3)
d. Taking good
notes in class (4)
e. Listening
carefully in class
(5)
f. Coming to class
every day (6)
g. Finding ways to
make the course
material relevant
to my life/applying
the material to my
life (7)
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k. Going to the
instructor's office
hours to review
assignments, tests
or just to ask
questions (11)

o

o

o

o

o

l. Doing well on
the tests/Getting a
good grade in the
class (12)

o

o

o

o

o

m. Being confident
that I can learn
and do well in the
class (13)

o

o

o

o

o

Q27 16. Do you think the Holocaust was a German phenomenon, or could it have happened
somewhere else?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q28 17. Can you apply what you learned from this web resource to aspects of your life
(professionally, personally, academically)? If so, how?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q29 18. Please provide any other thoughts or comments about the website.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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